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-SEE SPORTS. 12 
THE. STUDENT.NEWSPAPER SERVING UCF SINCE 1968 
. . Ar.Ex. BABCOCK I CFF 
At 477 feet, WUCF's new tower will improve the quality of the signal of the jazz station on campus. 
New radio tower rises 
above ca~pus skyline 
A LE x BAB co c K manager. "They'll be abl~ to rent to cell . 
STAFF WRITER phone companies. They'll be able to 
make some income." 
Peacefully situated amid pine trees · Though the tower's . main use is 
· on the edge of a duck-filled pond, a broadcasting jazz music and other 
mamnioth skeleton peeks through the WUCF programs, the tower can accom-
tree line on the south side of campus. At modat~ 40 antennas for other 'uses. The -
the end of April the mammoth will station plans to lease space on the . 
speak, and maybe make the campus tower to cell phone companies that 
some money. would use the tower to boost ce1lular 
At 4 77 feet tall, the lllliillstakable sil- signal strength in the area. 
houette of WUCF's new $600,000 radio No deals have been . struck yet, 
t-0wer will forever change the campus though, said Lyman Erodie11111the dean 
skyline. Its voice, the campus jazz sta- overseeing WUCF; nor does he know 
· tion, hopes _the towe:r can improve the how much revenue such deals may 
qualityoftheir_signal:- Butthat'snotthe btjng the university. WUCF and the 
only gual. College of Arts and Sciences share the 
"It's a guod thing for the university," 
said Kayonne Riley, WUCF station PLEASE SEE New ON 6 
INSIDE 
UCF .. engineering 
. . 
prof remains ·in jail 
LISA MARIE HOTTLE 
STAFF WRITER 
The UCF electrical engi-
neering p~ofessor arrested last 
week on charges of immigration 
violations still sits in Beminole 
County Jail even after a local · 
judge freed 1iim on $50,000 bail 
Students arrived to cla8s 
Tuesday to find that Hassam 
.Jubara would not be. teaching 
their Computer System ~sign I 
class this week. Some were 
unaware that Jubara had been 
Stu4en1s fear 
their connection-




gration forms in 1998 and 1999. 
U. Attorney Cynthia 
Hawkins Collazo ' also argued 
against ~ bail, cJajmjng the 
Palestinian professor's involve-
ment with the Islamic Coneern 
Project, a Tampa group that 
allegedly served ·as a .front for 
terrorism, made him a flight risk 
ICP was i;;hut down in 1995 
for allegedly funding terrorist 
activities for the Palestinian 
Islamic Jihad, an orgnnization 
the Department of Justice has . 
·designated a foreign terrorist 
group, according to federal · offi-
· opportunities 
1
• arrested. Others wondered who 
would teach class in his place 
and how the arrest would affect 
their class. 
. While Jubara' s att0rney, 
Brian D. Solomon, convinced 
U.S. Magistrate Judge David 
Baker to release the professor 
Monday, another hold by an 
immigration court denied his 
release because of several false 
. cials. 
PLEASE SEE Judge ON 7 
At the Al Kindi 
Teaching 
Hospital in 
Baghdad, a man 
cleans up a pool · 
of blood from a 
man wounded 
by artillery 
"fragments .: " 
during a riight 
of conflict in the 
Baghdad area. 
Is American media getting 
Iraqi war coverage ·'right'? 
MICHAEL NEWMAN 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
When American soldiers were taken cap-
tive by Iraqi troops fast week, television stations 
across the world aired a video of the prisoners of 
war first broadcast on Iraqi television stations. 
In the United States, the American public would . 
, not see those images for days as broadcast sta-
tions opted not to show the videos, but simply 
reported that the video was being aired ar.ound 
the world. 
Despite the fact that the media is saturated 
with coverage of the Iraq conflict, that incident is 
just one example of how America's media 
images are constantly filtered. and restricted, 
say comn;mnications professors at UCF. 
"We are - seeing sanitized news,'' said 
George Bagley, who teaches radio and television 
courses at UCF. "When we see a bunker blown 
up, we ~ee it from a distance, and all we see is an 
explosion. We don't see the five Iraqi soldiers 
dead inside." 
He feels it is important to show all images of 
war, including gruesome images like dead bodies 
and bombed buildings, because it conveys the 
realities of war and helps view;ers make an 
informed decision Whether to support military 
action against Iraq. 
We should see everything because we, as 
taxpayers, are paying for this war an,d have a 
right to "see every bullet," Bagley said. 
Professors say the war coverage is not only 
filtered of grisly images, but these days the 
media is focusing much less time questioning the 
reasons and implications of military action than 
they once did. • 
Since the Vietnam War, the media has taken 
/ PLEASE SEE Media ON 3 
Rec center d~mps finger scan Housing rates on the rise Index: UH FACT 
Officials resort to old card-scan technique. while they 
await photo-recognition system. 
-NEWS,4 
Trustees meet- today to decide rather to raise on-campus 
housing rates by as much as $1?5 per semester. 
-NEWS, 5 
· Former UCF pit(hing 
standout Mike Maroth will 
be starting for the Detroit 






. Mi$sile kills -four . . · , .~.,_ . __ . M • • • ~ ~ ~·. ·-~ ~ ·: - _ : • •• 
J d . . . d -.. - .. . - ~ ' t" .• 
- ~;tr~.J.~~?~~~;::~~.t'.~ :-· p·. -Ut 111g .. --' -,_ 
was apparently struck by a missile, >. _ . . . . . . · . . 
Jordamruf:officials' _said. -The students, ~ 1 : • ' • · • • • • • -
Who had oeen studying ar the FROM.PAGE 1 
Uniyersity of Mosul, were attempting 
Jo (lee the war in Ira,q and return te a blow regarding censorship, said Fred 
Jordan via Syria. .. · . Fedler, a print journalism professor. 
_ · They were on-the major route tliat '·· "hi Vietnam, journalists wer:e mo.re can-
·eonnects Mosul to the Syrtan .bbraei; did," he said. "They contradicted what the 
a.ccprding t o Bisher aJ,:-Ahasa-WUeb, military was reporting. [Journalists] showed . 
""dfr({~for of. tb,e information bureau:i t_ horr:or.s of the war.-!J'hey showed we were los-
. tliif- .~~f.~3J¥a~ Ministry ?f Foretw..i. iI)_g . the ~ war ... -in [their]' ~yes, they just 
~Nfa!!~ : .There w~re , about- 3';0Q0 . _ reportedlbe news. ;' , ~-· 
.forQ:Mian student !? enr.oUed in U!liYe~~· -· · .. '"' : After·- the'Jfriited States: withdrew from _ 
siti~s- in n~i~!J?r~g Iraq be~or~'<:~i ~ ~ -... . Vie~am, Jthe gover~ent- caI!le down h~d -.\. 
war pegan. . · · . . · _ , .,, · · ' on the medi~, b1amingthem-for:the-loss <;>f the · 
_. -~o ~~ks ago, J he :~ord~~ _ . -_ ~ fil].d turniitg tli~ Ametj.~_publi~ agfilnSt 
E_mb_a'B~y ~ . Baghda~ ad!lsed · - the government, he said. : -r ... · .-· • • • 
J:ordaman students to evacu~t~ Jraq. Since then
1 
.QJ.edia access has· been firm- _ 
~¢diately ~an~ : return to ~o:r:dfa.ii · ly controll~ by the white H~use, despite the 
More than two-thirds of Jordanian-slu- fact.that most news sources have round-the-
;,derits ·heeded their embassy's advice clock access to troops and inili.ta.fyleaders. 
. and returned : to Jordan before the ·. "Ifs interesting from a joupialism per;-
.. start of hostili!ies. " _ !'Pective because we've neyer [before] haq 
_· Many Jordanians study in Iraq on - journalists embed~ed with-Our t:roops,":·said _ 
-bilateral scholarships.-Jordan andiraq · ·: Jennifer Wang, a journaliSm professoP who 
~ both provide scholar~hip~ for s~del).t:s . has worked in prillt. and broadcast journal- . 
from tlle two ~ountr1es, m -a program ; ism. _ : 
similar to those in many-other coun-: "It's fascinating to look at the way this 
~- tries in the region. SJgnific~t numbers . war is Q(>vered because .of instantaneous 
·of Jordanians "Study at-universities 1n , turp.around and better accountability of mill-
-Syria and Egypt, as well as Iraq. - tary. We , have never seen this liv.:e. All . 
Universities- in neighboring coun- Vietnam videos had to be shipped and <level- · 
_ tries aJ:e also see.n as alternattves for . . · oped in America, and we wouldn't see the 
. Jordanian students-who may n-0t have '· vidoo for three days, at the least." 
"The Spanish network. 
bec?use the{ re. nof as 
biased .. It's. a m·ore 
objective pbint·of · 
view''. 
. -GINA CHAVEZ; 
- Creative Wrjting· 
··~ 
"I dori~t tru~ anycpface -. 
enougH to get it. "- · : -
Ever.yone is conflicting _ -. ··. 
on ev~rything : lf I get 
any information it's by , 
chance. I ,really don't 
look for it." 
-LUKE ROWE, 
Political Science 
: bee~ ~bl~ to ~et into t~eir . firs~ c~?ice · . . .While the military has allowed media to 
~ of disciplines m Jordanian mstitutions. . : travel with the troops, embedding them 
' , . A spokesman for. the · VS ... ~, insi4e certain regini~nt~~~d diVisions, and 
: Department of Defense said he)tad·nO" -~ - technology -axlvances -haY.e allowed journal-
J nformation on the incident. : .;; ists to.brQadC'i.tst (Werytltjiiginst~ta:n_eously; . "I mostly watch TV and 
it - ' ~ ' . .,,,_ . I. the media_,,~iseemed tt>st!nt itsl ocus,tb put- use ~~N because th:y i Tufts al~~ni group withdra~ . ;'I ~;· ......... "f -~ f ~. ~- - .. - th ~ . hav~ the b.e~t cover . . d .. . . ~ "' , mg a pe~,,, -~ ·,.-.. :;s: ace-: , on " . ~~ ::ra . ~ ~ , ·' . . •. . age/1·"~ 
~- award to protestmg stu ent _ t. _ ~. ~ ,~ · unco;e~_coijfidential mili!ary ~or1,?ation. _ -. ~ -GINA ANDINSJ, 
"CNN. because they 
keep you up to date 
and they are unbi- ·• 
ased." 
"I get my news from. 
Jon Stewart on the 
Daily Show. because I 
tru st Jon." 
"! get news updates on: 
my two-way pager and' 
-then I go to CNN for ~ 
full coverage:" i 
The alumni association at~'Tufts 'The e:overage has been.pos1tiv~, Wang ~u.n<tedded 
University has rescinded . its deeif?i~- ·said. "I haven't seen real digging on the parf · 
-JARED WHITE. 
Business 




:_ to give a prestigious campus hou6:r: to a . of news [agencies.]" 
~ senior who part:lcipated ill _a f~bisy __ But.Fedler says there isn't a.nything nee- · 
protest at a speech givep. by former essarilywrongwith that approach . 
President George'. H.W. . Bush;· last "The. media should report on anything 
month. - · . . . ;;, ~ ~'" that doesn't put the soldiers in harm's way," 
The senior, Elizabeth. M'o'Il.nin; he said. 'Tm in favor of.Candor, and.rather 
joined a group of students. ip. protesting would have the discretion made by the 
President Bush at the annual Fares media." · · 
Lecture, whicli ,attracted a crowd of Bagley believes .it's reasonable for the 
about 4,800, inclu~g . prominent military to restrict certain information. ·. ' , . 
· alumni and uniyers_ity trustees. Large "It's reasonable that the military limits- · 
crowds of students demonstrated out- what Oournalists] can say; because s9me 
· side the lecture hall, while inside, 'sonie reports can hinder what the military is trying 
:' students stood· and ·turned their "back to accomplish." · 
on Bush, chanted over his ~ords,'' blew The-result has been positive for both the 
: whistles, and .held' up banners, includ- military, which warits w:ant to prevent criti-
1· ing an American'flag e~blazoned-with clsm about the nation's administration from 
·· an ob~cenity. : _ ~· - . , reaChing the aiIWaves, and for me~dia outlets, 
. ,Eventually E!ecurity guards escort- ·which want to sustain extended coverage. 
: ed many: of these students out, includ- This war is big news, and is most impor-
-:. ing Mb~upJL<. 1t was at t~s point that tant right now, no matter what stance is · 
. Witn€s~es say sQ.e: fl!lsh~d an obscene· taken on it, Fedler said. · 
_"'Jfand~ ges~~ .: at B~§h. Monnin, who But Wang says the round-the-clock war 
•
0-oould not be reached for comment, told coverage may: not" be achieving the eff~ts 
· The Bost'an. Globe that it .Was actually . that journalists hope it will .. 
'another student who made the ges ure. "I don't think there is anything to see in 
:; The incident sparked a heate1i live coverage," she said. "You only see the 
~ debat"eon the campus :!bout the apprO- heads of thejournalists and no background. 
priateness of the protest, and· an open And tl~e video is grainy. Might as· well hear 
foI'UJil was held to ·discuss the lecture . them on a video phone." 
m greater detail. "The round-the-clock coverage of the 
Meanwhile, the Tufts University war, especially by network news, desensi-
Alµmni Assocfation dec~ded not to give tized the war. Now you have a cutback. [in 
war coverage], which is .backwards," ' she . . KATIE FLATH I CFF 
A lajge-screen television bro~dcasts CNN coverage t·h~ugho.ut the. day in the ausiness Administratio)i Buil~ing . .. PLEASE SEE Jraqi ON 4 : said, 
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Recreation Center dumps 
finger-scanning system· 
KRIST A ZILIZI 
STAFF WRITER 
After more thaii a year · of . 
. failed efforts to correct the faulty 
high-tech security system within 
the Recreation and Wellness 
Center, officials decided to forgo 
- the finger-scan system la.St week 
and resorted to ·the original 
card-scan.system. . 
The finger-scan system, 
which was designed to allow stu-
dents to enter the fitness center 
by simply'scanning their finger-
print, was origfually h.nplerrient-
ed as a security measure to keep 
non-UCF students out of the fit-
ness center who otherwise could 
use any student ID card to get in. 
But since last January, the 
finger-scan access system which 
cost ·close t<r $5,000, malfunc-
tioned for ~everal reasons 
caused by errors in the Siemens 
Westinghouse-manufactured 
·software. 
-· Since that time, Recreation 
Center employees ·have moni-
tored stu,dents entering the cen-
ter a number ·of ways ·- by 
. entering students' . information 
into a ·computer or conducting 
randoin ID checks at the gates, 
Other times, a sign simply 
instructed students to pass right 
through the gates. · · 
_ 'We finally just put oui- foot 
down; [the manufacturerJ didn't 
meet the ·deadline, so we told 
KATIE FLATH I CFF 
Recreation and Wellness Center officials have decided to implement the original card-
scan system after trying the finger-scan access system, which failed. · 
- them if tbey can't-get it fixed, to 
get it out of here- so it'& gone," 
Rick Fal,Co, coordinator of the 
Recreation and Wellness Center, 
said.' _ 
. While .- Siemens Westing-
house has riot reimbursed the 
Recreation Gente"!' for the cost of 
the system, it is currently work- · 
ing to install ~9ther upgraded 
system· to replace the. finger · 
scan, ·Falco _said. . 
Falco sard the new system, 
which will display students' pho-
tos from· their JD cards on a 
computer· screen as they scan 
their cards, will allow 
Recreation Center employees to 
monitor whether ·the ·student 
scanning. the card is the real 
cardholder. Falco expects that 
system Will be installed within 
the next few weeks. 
For now; Recreation Center 
employ~e~- are randomly check-. 
ing student ID cards at the 
entrance after students scan 
them to discourage non-student 
visitors from using other stu-
dent's cards to gain access to 
the center. 
~'EVeryone is happy we 
actually have a working system. 
Employees are happy that they 
don't have to deal with the sys-
tem shutting down every · day;" 
Falco said. 
Iraqi univerSity damaged during 
bombing in Baghdad Sunday 
FROM PAGE 3 Award, which ·brings with it the 
honor of speaking at gradua-
Monnin a Se;n.ior Award ·as tion. 
plGLillled. The award, which car- A~cording to ~an M. 
ri(j_s no monetary stipend, is MacDougall, .president of the 
given to a- dozen· seniors eacll alumni association, Monnin's 
year who pisplay ''academic behavior· at the Fares Lecture 
achievement, wide participation was "distasteful and inappropri- . 
in campus and community activ- · _ ate." . 
ities, outstanding qualities of Monnin sees the situation 
leadership, and p,otential for as one of censorship. 
future alumlii leadership," _· "People in power don't have 
according to Nancy A. Sardella, to get out and rally to n;iake their 
the university's assistant direc- points," she told the Globe. 
· tor for alu,mni relations: · "They can do things like take an 
Monnin, ·who is majoring award away from a student who , 
"Qoth in · wom~n·s studies and is making an argument they · 
peace and justice. studies, has .don'.t support:~· · 
made a name for herself on the 
campus as a political activist. 
She has worked With such cain-. 
pus organizations as the Tufts· 
Feminist Alliance, Students for 
the Ethical Treatment of 
Animals and Amnesty 
Iflternational. She was · chosen 
as an Omidyar Scholar, which is 
a campus program supporting 
community-service work by stu-
dents identified as leaders at the 
institution. She was also a final-
ist for the Wendell Phillips 
Bomb hitt Iraqi university 
founded in 13th century 
Al-Mustansiriya University; · 
which wa~ foundeµ in the. 13th 
century; was. hit by a bomb on 
Sunday durillg intensive strikes 
on Baghdad. According , to 
Reuters, the bomb left a crater 
10sards wide arid 10 feet deep 
at · one of the university's 
entrances. · 
--Classes were not iµ session . 
at the time of the blast, which 
· injured several bystanders, the 
news agency reported. 
· ''.Academically; it's one of 
tn~ most important institutions 
in Iraq," Abdol fyiajid Khoei, an 
Iraqi scholar and_general secre-
tary of the Af:..Khoei Foundation, 
in Loiidon, ,said of Al-
Mustansiriya. "It's a part of the 
· University of Baghdad and has 
been since 1962, when it was 
incorporated as one of the new 
uruyersity colleges." 
Charles Tripp, a specialist 
in Iraqi-history at .the-School of 
Oriental and African Studies at · 
the Uni,versity of London, said 
the Iraqis restored the universi-
ty in the 1980s · · 
· Al-Must~siriya University 
was built 1n 1233 as an Islamic 
college designed to promote an 
ecumenical form of Sunni Islam 
at a time when Baghdad was the 
center of a va~t Islamic empire. 
. The university is in· the old 
section of the city along the 
Tigris River and is · situated 
behind the Ministry of Defense, 
making it a vulnerable -institu-
tion. 
The Central Florida Future• March 27, 2003 . 
-Rev. Alee RichardsOJl I 
and the 
· land Cultural 
Choir · 
Coma celebrate lt1r first· UVE 
reeordir19U 
·satUrday April 5th 
6pDl 
.in-the, 
v· · ual Arts Building·:· .. ., .IS . - .. . . . ;·· 
I -~A, . . di' ·r-· • rtU .. : .. ··_ .OJ;IUDl For more. ·i~&f •If; 
407-256~46.s:S 
"Home resales 
hit record agaJn." 
--Orlando Sentinel 
Get Your 
Florida Real Estate-Lice.nse 
In JO _Days! 
.. .. -Fl . _Fl_on ___ •da_In_s_titu_t_e _____ _ of Professional Studies 
Quality Real Estate Education Edgewater Corporate Center 
Robert ·Smither, Ph.D, Owner 3372 Edgewater Drive 
Orlando, FL 32804 
Ph. 407) 481--8015 Fax (407) 481-8016 
www.fl-institute.com 
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Housing rates , 
are on the rise' 
CARY GRAYSON 
. STAFF WRITER 
The Board of Trustees will 
decide today whether to raise 
on-campus · housing rental 
rates. The raise, which will 
inflate housing prices by $100 to 
$175 per semester, is in line with 
yearly increases over the past 
10 years, according to Associate 
Director of Housing and 
Residence Life Peter Mitchell. 
While on-campus housing · 
used to be a cheap alternative to 
. living in an off ...:campus apart-
ment, that is no longer the. case. 
Next year's prices will start at 
$1,750 per semester, or about 
$463 a month, for a double 
room. Prices for a singie room 
will cost $2,625 a semester, or 
$656 a month. Those prices are 
higter than most off-campus 
housing accommodations :iu. the 
area that nQrmally range from 
$40('}. to $600 a month. 
Ten years ago, cm-campus 
housing prices ranged from 
$880 to $1,180; but have 
increased by nearly $1,000 
since 1993, or about 6 percent 
eachyear. · 
Mitchell claims that the 
increases are justmed and nec-
essary in order for UCF to con-
tinue to provide housing to stu-
dents; The increases are "very 
comparable" to the other stu-
dent real estate and housing 
costs in the area, Mitchell said. 
"The cost of housing is typ-
ically higher than the rate of 
inflation," he said. '·'The increas-
es are iii line with the housing 
market at-other public universi-
ties and residentiaI facilities off 
campus," he said. ' 
Because the Department of 
Housing and Residence Life 
does not receive any govern-
ment funding, it relies solely on 
rental rates to pay for utility 
charges, debt seryice, employee 
salaries, repairs and facility 
renovations and maintenance. 
"When the costs of goods 
and services increase,· we have 
no choice but to ·pass _ these 
increase,S on to our residents," 
'he said. 
·According to Mitchell, 
numerous renovation and 
repair projects will occur in 
Brevard Hall and the Lake 
Ciaire -Apart~ents, including 
installing n,ew showers, blinds, 
doors and lights, and repainting 
Academic Village rooms. . 
.· While living on campus · 
may not be the cheapest hous-
ing option for students, Christi 
Hartzler, Director of Housing 
KATIE FLATH I CFF 
The cost of living in on-campus housing 
may go up following a scheduled vote by 
the Board _oflrustees today. . 
and Residence ·Life, said the 
benefits of living on-campus 
make up for the higher rental 
rates: 
"Studies show that fresh-
men who live on-campus during 
the first year are 12 percent 
more likely to persist in col-
lege," she said. · 
"Our prices, when com-
pared to the other public univer-
sities in Florida, are in the mid-
dle of the market," she added. 
"The same goes when we com-
pare ourselves-to many of the 
off-campus apartment facili-
ties." 
Several students who live 
on-campus don't · necessarily 
mind paying extra for the 
amenities and convenience that 
campus housing offers. 
"Parking is never a prob-
lem, there are a million things' to 
stay occupied with, dorms are 
pretty nice ... and you make a 
. lot of friends who have the same 
living situation and are always 
there," said sophomore 
Kasandra Schwartz, 19, who 
-lives in the Lake Claire 
Apartments on campus. 
Senior Steve Gordon, 22, 
doesn't mind paying more for 
his Lake ClaiTe apartment, 
either. 
"E\ren though I could save 
money by living elsewhere, I like 
the convenience of being on 
campus and not having ~o find a 
parking space every day. 
Personally, it's worth the differ-
ence in cost." 
. .. . . 
GET THE N-AKED TRUTH 
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, New tower could boost 
cellular phone reception 
FROM PAGE l 
cost of building the, tower, and 
intend to share its benefits. 
The station has broadcast 
from a tower atop the library for 
more than 15 years. Problems 
with the tower's location and 
WUCF's interest in improving its 
signal motivated the new project, 
the station's third tower. 
WUCF's first studio was locat-
ed in the Student Resource 
Center, with a short antenna on 
the roof, Riley said. From there, 
the station moved to the library, 
where a new tower was con-
structed in the mid-1980s. 
When WUCF moved to the -
Communications Building in 
1999, the tower stayed in plare. 
Since that time, broadcasts 
have transmitted from WUCF to 
the library's tower by fiber optic 
cable. · 
The new_ tower has no cable 
connecting it to the studio; a low 
power radio signal transmitted -
from atop the Communications 
Building will communicate with 
the tower. This. signal is then 
amplified and rebroadcast from 
the new tower. . 
This setup is not unusual for 
radio stations; Riley said many 
local FM stations are .using the 
same scheme. The station plans 
to have a fiber optic link eventual-
ly, though. 
Riley said WUCF will proba-
bly broadcast farther 'with the 
new tower, but the goal is to 
improve the quality of the jazz sta-
tion's signal where it can already 
beheard. - I 
Their current setup leaves 
them prey to interference from 
trees, buildings and especially 
taller towers used by other local 
stations. 
"There are a lot of stations 
that cause us interference," Riley 
said. "They're knocking us out." 
. When it comes to radio tow-
ers, Riley said, it's the size that 
matters. Radio signals travel in 
straight lines; any obstructions 
between the tower and a listen-
er's radio weaken that signal, or 
· block it entirely. If WUCF's signal 
is too weak when it reaches a 
radio, interference from taller 
towers used by other stations can 
make hearing WUCF nearly 
impossible. Once the new tower is 
up, the signal will be better and as 
· broad as the station's J.icense 
allows. 
All broadcast stations are 
licen.Sed by the Federal 
Communications Commission, 
which determines how wide a sta-
tion's broadcast area can be. -
-WUCF's coverage area, called a 
"footprint," extends to Ocoee, 
Deltona, Titusville - and 
Kissimmee. Riley said their signal 
breaks up-before reaching most of 
these outlying areas. "We're not 
even close to Kissimmee, and we 
break up before west Orlando," 
she said 
Using the tailer tower, WUCF 
can reduce the JX>wer of its signal 
while still improving its .quality, 
and will ultimately reach more 
people. Currently, the station 
operates at 40,000 watts. The new 
tower may need only 10,000 
watts, a relief for scientists on 
campus, who rpmplain the station 
interferes with their experiments. 
Brodie, who has overseen the 
project for six years, says the 
process to build the tower began 
15 years ago. He has reason to 
appreciate_ sqch a project, as a 
~ublished jazz musician himself. 
As a dean, though, he has a 
responsibility to both artists and 
scientists at the university. The 
scientists don't like the current 
tower. 
The problem, Brodie said, is 
the ~ower's location. Near the cen-
ter of campus, and sitting above . 
most buildings, the tower sends 
some of its signal downward, into -
buildings. In the Chemistry 
Building and other research 
areas on campus, sensitive meas-
-uring equipment is picking up 
these signals, throwing off the 
measurements. 
The new tower addresses this 
problem in three ways: by being 
farther away from the buildings, 
having a lower power signal and 
' ' Ttiere are a lot of stations that cause 
us interference. 
They're knocking us 
out. 
-KAYONNE RILEY 
WUCF station manager 
sitting on the ground Most of the 
signal is _ absorbed before it can 
disrupt equipment. Once the new 
tower is finished, the tower on top 
of the library will come down. 
Riley is happy to see it go. It's 
an eyesore, technically problem-
atic and even dangerous in its 
current position, she said. 
"If a hurricane came through 
there, it's guing somewhere," she 
said. The tower's new location, on 
the southwest corner of campus, 
is "probably where it should have 
been at the start." 
The tower stands like a tall, 
thin, three-sided pyramid. St~l 
ribs comprise the skeleton of the 
structure, providing a framework 
that supi)orts 200,000 pounds of 
girth. "It's just a lot of steeL" Riley 
said. · 
The ribs criss-cross each 
other in a repeating pattern that 
gradually narrows as it reaches 
skyward A30-foot pole will crown 
the tower once completed. As the 
tower goes up, construction work-
ers hang from it by their tool belts, 
securing seetions as they rise on 
thecrane. -
• The lower sections of this 
skeleton weigh 12,000 pounds, 
and putting them in place 
requires the help of a 225,000-
pound crane, said Bruce Doerle, 
WUCF's engineering director. 
'fhe three tubular-steel feet of 
the tower form the points of an 
equilateral triangle at. the base, 
each side 63 feet wide. It looks like 
the toWer stands on its toes. The 
_ full weight of the structure rests 
on three points, each less -than 
two feet wide. Cylind;i'ical con-
crete anchor~ beneath these 
points hold the tower to the e,arlh; 
the ·anchors root 55 feet into the 
ground It took about a week just 
to make this three-pieoo foun~­
tion; Doerle said 
Though workers routinely 
scale the structure, working at the . 
same altitude as cruising hawks, 
Doerle says it's too dangerous to 
take a look himself. He'll wait until 
it's done, he says, then he might 
climb it. 
Doerle says the. project is on 
schedule, and should be complete 
byApri130. 
·with complete e~~m, 
~:~gys and cle~!ing 
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Judge will hear charges 
of immigration violations 
before prof can be freed 
University presidents recommend 
tougher standards for state scholarships 
. . , __ 
FROM PAGE 1 immigration agency's assertions 
and Collaw's claims, Jubara, who 
-SQJ.omon maintains Jubara, has not traveled out of the rountry 
who was listed as a director of ICP, in 17 years and has a wife and five 
was not directly involved with the children in Orlando, is not a flight 
organization start.ed by University risk · 
of South Florida _professor Sarni Al- · In the meantime,- many stu-
Arian. ·dents, who asked not be named, 
Al-Arian wa.s arrested last expressed reservations. about being 
month on a 50-count indictment for students of Jubara's because they 
racketeering and terrorism charges think it may negatively affect 
·~ubara didn't even know he employment opportunities with 
was listed as a director of this guvernment agencies such as the 
o.Fg'Bllization," Solomon said "On CIA or National Security AgBncy. 
one or two occasions, he ammged "I heard from someone they 
two professors to rome and give loo- were switching teachers," said sen-
tures." ior Frank Richmond, 21. "But I did-
Solomonsays the FBiis simply n't know why until now. It's kind of 
using:immigration violation ch~ freaky. He was one of my favorite 
to question Jubara about Al-Arian. teachers." 
''They used records as a ploy . Solomon saidJubara hQpedhe 
to put pressure on him," Solomon would be released in time to teach 
said "'The onlythingtheywanted to class Tuesday. 
know was his relationship to Al- - "He didn't want this to 
Arian." adversely affect the education 
According to resume Jubara proooss of the students," Solomon 
snbmitted to UCF, he lists A1-Arian said 
as a referenoo. The resume also Linda Gray, UCFs media rela-
mentions -six articles they wrote tions specialist, said the depart-
togBther while Jubara earned his ment is filling the class on a day-by-
doctorate at USE day basis. 
- · Jubara-is also linked to Jesse Brian Petrasko and Ronald 
Maali, an Orlanqo retail shop mogul Demara, both in the eleclrical engi-
who was arrested on chargBS of neering department, will teach 
money laundering and employing Jubara's class until he returns. 
illegal aliens at his shops. He ''There is no way to predict 
worked at Maali's Big Barrotin how his circumstanoo will~" said 
World store on International Drive Gray. "The department haS made 
in the mid 1990s. arrangwients for the next rouple of 
Solomon said despite the weeks." 
You have a 
choice in housi,ng ••• 
}AS.PN IRSAY 
STAFF WRITER 
The presidents of the state's 
11 pliblic universities met with Gov. 
Jeb Bush Monday to discuss tuition 
rates and reforming the Bright 
Futures schol3J'ship program, 
among other issues. 
Meeting at the University of 
South Florida, the state University 
Presidents Association, headed by 
UCF President John Hitt, suggBst-
ed tougher standards to qualify for 
the five-year old state scholarship 
because it takes away a valuable 
source of revenue, said Daniel 
Holsenbeck, vioo president of uni-
versity- relations. -
''No one wants to get rid of it," 
he said. ''We think the criteria for 
awards should be higher. It should 
be balanced by true financial need 
... we can't rontinue to have an 
academic program that rewards -
[mediocrity]." 
Holsenbeck argued that the 
large percentage of students 
receiving Bright Futures scholar-
. ships deprives universities of 
much-needed revenue, especially 
at a time when the Legislature 
wants to cut higher education fund-
ing by $118 million. 
The Florida Lottery provides 
universities with much of their 
funding, some of which universities 
use to fund the scholarship. 
"Each year as Bright Futures 
gues up, it eats up aJl the lottery 
money," Holsenbeck said "Bright 
Futures is guing. to grow . . . four 
Choose ~isely. 
Orlando's Premier Student Living Comm.unity 
• Individual Leases 
• Futily Furntshe{j Apartments 
• lftflities included in Rent 
• FREE lniternet Access iri Every Bedroom 
• FREE Cable with HBO, ESPN and More 
• FREE Student Computer lab 
• FREE State-of-the-Art Fitness Facility 
• Roommate Matching Service Available 
• Walking distance to UCF 
••• And Much More.! 
*Rents and Incentives subject to change. 
e~ OPPORTUMtTY :Student 'VI' Lr.vlng 
Jefferson Commons 
11841 Jefferson Commons Cir. 
Orl.ando, Fl. 32826· 
407.382.4114 
www.i~rsoncommons·orlando.com 
times as fast as lottery money." student body has Bright Futures," 
In response to what he called Pe:fia said 
"a crisis," HolsenOOck said SUPA Pefia suggested that SUPA'.s 
has proposed certain modifications plan would drive-students to attend 
to the state scholarship. The presi- universities out of state. 
dents want to raise the criteria for "Their stance is high," he said 
Bright Futures, put caps on cost "I'm against the plan, not only from 
and add a need-based element. a student's perspective, but from a · 
However, other interested par- _ citizen of the state's perspective:' 
ties in the state do not endorse the Holsenbeck said Florida 
presidents" plan, including the guv- needs to do more to help fund its 
ernor. public universities. He said the 
Student Body President state needs to find "a reasonable 
Marco Pena, who attended and appropriate [ souroo of] rev-
Monday's meeting, said· Gov. Bush enue," and not cut budgets. 
wants to keep Bright Futures intact ''The truth of the matter is, 
in its present form. you have to do all those thing'S,''. 
''The guvernor seemed to be Holse'nbeck said. ·~ Bright 
on the same page with the students Futures, don't cut our budgets, 
on Bright Futures," Pefia said maintain our general revenue, find 
Pella, a member of the Florida money to fund enrollment growth." 
StudentAssociation, said FSA does The money for enrollment 
·not like SUPA'.s plan either. - growth rould c6me from higher 
''We looKed at the proposal tuition rates. Holsenb€ck said uni-
that they had, and essentially it versities, and UCF m particular, 
waters down the program, so that rould accommodate more students 
it's only for the · elite students," if they had the ability to raise 
Pe:fia said ''The problem with the tuition. "Give us some flexibility 
program is that in a.few years, only with tuition,1' he said 
10 to 15 perrent of students can get Pefia thinks SUPA is taking 
it." the wrong approach to solving the 
Pefia said the presidents universities' financial problems. 
inflated the number of students ''They shouldn't balarice the 
receiving Bright Futures Scholar- budgBt on the backs of Students," 
ships. he said·-
Althongh about 80 perrent of Pe:fia supports the governor's 
UCF freshmen received the schol- stand on tuition rates. 
arship when they enrolled at UCF "In [Bush's) recommenda,. 
last fall, he said a far- smaller per- tions, he had said that the schools 
oontage of the student body as a need to fund Bright Futures," Pefia 
whole still qualifies. said "If schools raise tuition, they 
"Only 40 percent of the entire have to rover the differenoo." 
Give yourseH some credit! 
Degree credit, that is. 
~-
Full summer schedule offered: 
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OUR STANCE: 
Warjmages ftlt~red for 
your viewing pleasure 
A 
mericans across the coUn.try have · 
tuned in to the latest form of reality 
television, the 24-hour-a .. day coverage 
of the war in Iraq available on cable 
news channels such as CNN, MSNBC and Fox 
News. . . 
Yet as Americans stay glued to their tele-
vistons, they get a very limited perspective of 
the war unfolding half a world away. American · 
televisfon networks have thus far showed_the 
country· a skewed and incomplete picture of 
the war. . · 
Those networks do riot hesitate to show; 
from a distance, the. highly 'orchestrated bomb-
ings of Baghdad, in which coalition forces tar-
get Iraqi military targets but occasionally 
miss, hitting civilians. The images of bombs ~ 
and missiles blowing up buildings demonstrate 
American military might. Yet the networks 
have broadcast little of the horrors of war. 
American networks hesitated to show the 
footage of Iraqis holding American soldiers 
hostage, and some dead. Other networks 
around the world swiftly broadcast these same 
images. The American networks explained 
do a disservice to the American public by only 
showing positive footage. '!'he American peo-
ple have a right to know how this war is pro-
ceeding, for better or worse. 
Americans should know if American sol-
diers have died or fallen into enemy hands. 
They should be infol'.med.about the progress of 
the war, andwhetherthis war, which military 
and government officials predicted _would go 
smoothly, is doing just that. By the same 
to}\en, if the war so_mehow takes a turn for the 
worse, or if American forces suffer numerous 
_ casualties, the American people need to know. 
Public opinion really turned against the 
Vietnam War when television began broad-
casting images of American soldiers dying and 
killing in a distant country, in a war that many 
people neither understood nor supported. 
War coverage should strive for accuracy 
and completeness at all times. American net-
works that .broadcast images only of victorious 
U.S. actions distort the realities of what could 
become a lengthy and costly, in terms of 
human life, military conflict. 
Hopefully, the war in Iraq will progress 
· that they did not want to show the video o( 
American POWs, which was :?hot by an Iraqi 
journalist, ·out of sensitivity to the soldiers' 
· families. 
-· Certainly, networks should respect the 
privacy and emotions of the families, but they 
_ with limited casualties. But, whether or not 
that happens, war coverage should present the 
facts unflinchingly. American television p.et-
works owe it to the American people to broad-
cast the truth about the war, and not propa-
ganda to keep support for war high. 
OUR STANCE: 
Professor has right tO 
pro-Palestinian view 
V isiting engineering professor ~ussam Jubara, a Palestinian arrested during . Spring Break for allegedly falsifying 
immigration documents and participatillg 
. ii! terrorist groups, deserves the benefit of the 
doubt and the right to a fair fri3:\, 
To its credlt, UCF has not fited Jubara, and 
will not rush to judgment ·about bls alleged -
crimes. Unlike the University of Squth Florida 
and its handliilg of the situation there with pro-
fessor Sarni Al-Arian, whom fe_deral officials 
have accused of funding terrorist groups, UCF · 
has decided to take its time and wait until his 
case plays out in court before· making a decision 
·about his.fate here. . · 
USF fired Al-Arian after' the FBI arrested 
him last year. Although Al-Arian has not been 
convicted of ru;iy ~rime, he lost his job at USF 
~d was widely condemned in the national 
- media for his pro-Palestinian views. Federal offi-
cials linked Al-Arian to Palestinian Islamic 
Jihad, which the U.S. government has labeled a 
terrorist organization. 
Juba.fa has ties to Al-Arian, havingworked-
under him. Still, until proven guilty, the UCF 
community should.presume Jubara innocent. 
Like Al-Arian, Jubara has every right to make_ 
pro-Palestinian statements. The freedom to 
espouse unpopular views is a freedom explicitly 
granted by the First Amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution. 
In the wake of Al-Arian's arrest, and in the 
midst of the war on terror, Jubara's arrest could 
bring a significant amount of negative publicity 
for UCF if it handled the situation improperly. 
However, by acting with restraint, UCF has done 
the right thing. · 
Without the full facts in this ca8e, no one in 
the UCF commillPty should condemn Jubara. As 
Linda Gray, UCF' s media relations specialist, 
correctly stated, "There. is due process until 
someone is proven guilty." 
The Palestinian-Israeli conflict rages on, 
and has once again gained attention with the 
United States' decision to wage war in Iraq.-
What Jubara and Al-Arian ad:vocate - an 
_ mdependent Palesfulian state - should 
become a focus of the U.S. government as soon 
as possible. 
To secure real, lastihg peace in the Middle 
East, the U.S. needs to work towaro resolving 
the differences between Israelis and PalestiniaQ.s 
and giving Palestinians their own state. · 
-The current political climate likely will not 
be friendly to Jubara, but, for now; he deserves 
the support .of the UCF community. 
-_ "War does not determine .who-is right - only who· is left" 
- BERTRAND RUSSELL 
.· 
IJnrestricted abortion riglm ~come~ consequen_ces 
I couldn't help but wonder why I e~ dismissed 
that stereotypical image I held of prOi.Tioice activists 
after reading Lisa Mane Hottle's story "Pro-choice 
activists. address plight of abortion rights," publishl'd 
March 13. . 
Feminist Majority foundation President Eleanor . 
Smeal's apparent concern for women's lives was slightly 
overshadO'Af.'d .in my mind by her blind insistence on 
maintaining ·unrestrictl'd access to abortions, without 
real~ giving any balance to her diagnosis of the ~tua-
tion. · 
'The lawmakers in Washington need to hear 
frorn those whose lives will be forever changed by the 
decisions they make," she states in one part of the arti7 
de. Obviously, Smeal is aware of the kinds of chang~ 
that women do face after a decision to have an abor-
tion, but then why doesn't she inform us of the physical · · 
and psychological effects women often suffer because of 
it? 
Too often pro-choice activists make it hard for 
pro-life supporters to understand their perspective 
because they so seldom represent a. truE:-to-life repn:-
sentation of life after an abortion. Instead, they paint-it 
as a ~imple, no-consequence course of action. Abortions 
~young mothers from suffering through premature 
childbirth, l'!lsures that babies aren't born into families 
who are unable to care for them properly, and I'm sure. 
has countless other positive effects that I'm unaware of 
When defending abortion rights, I always hear 
the argument of the prE:-teen girl who was violently 
raped and now has to suffer the burden of raising a 
handicapped infant in conditions of extrffile rxiverty. for 
this little girl,'(!(cess to legal abortions is certain~ a 
dream come true. 
But the reality is that most abortions aren't ·need-
l'd as a result of such tragic cirrumstances. Instead they're 
used to compensate for bad decision maRing, to find a 
release from responsibility, or used as a aude method of 
birth control. · 
If lawmakers continue to l<Mer the standard on 
those who seek abortions, these problems are likely to 
worsen with time. If Eleanor Smeal cares so much for the · 
lives of women, she should challenge them to make 
healthy decisions for themselves before the point of 
needing an abortion. 
If situations arise, such as the poverty:stricken 
pre-t~ girl who fi~ds herself pregnant as a result of 
rape, then consider the legality of abortioQs. But don't 
ICMer the bar to allow unrestrictl'd abortions to the 
throngs of individuals running ~ fTom responsibility. 
-mTRKK CAMPBHL 
Send your letter 
Don't agree with something you've 
read in The Future? Let us know. 
Submit your letters at www.UCF/uture.cam 
or e-mail editor@ucffuture.com · 
. ·. ··,, ihil£uture ~en.co~mges con11nent~ from re~ders. tet(ers t:o tn~ et11tJ>r snoo1a not excee« 
, · '300 word~ and must include full name and phone number. We may edft toi lenqth, 
grammar, s~le and lib~!. Seod lett~r,; to editoreUCffuture,t:um, submit them online 
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10 • Opinions 
RegnJ:(lless of views, 
_suf1Aortihe troops 
INSIPID.THOUGHTS ;: .. ~. · I feel it has set .a danger- I am in no way against 
.-----'--.,,..-' · " \ · - . . ous precedent in our foreign · protest, but I feel that such 
~ · - ~ policy and_opens the doors for protests should shift focus. 
· such actjons by and against Protest the treatment of our 
other nations worldwide. troQps by the Iraqi govern-
! also feel this war is not ment. Carry signs and form 
only about finding weapons of chants in support of our 
- mass destruction and freeing troops, but do not bring them 
ADAM SHIVER 
STAFF WRITER 
The protest held in front of 
UCF's Student Union on 
Monday was· a great example 
of the use of-the freedom of 
-speech our Constitution allows 
us as Americans. 
But now is not the time to 
protest a war with Iraq. That 
time has passed. , 
- Now is a tinie in which 
Americans must rally behind 
their troops. We must show 
· them our support in what they 
have been sent to do regard-
less of whether we agree with 
the Bush administration's 
ratio.nale for the confrontation 
with Saddam Huss~ili's regime. 
Before war erupted on 
March 20,.I was a staunch 
advocate against war with 
Iraq, and still am. \ 
the Iraqi people, as the Bush ·down with protests about what 
administration has told us they have been sent to do. It is 
repeatedly, but is also very their duty, . and their job, no 
much about oil and power. matter their views . 
. I have written wholeheart- There are many soldiers 
edly in the past against such a stationed in the Middle East 
conflict as the one going on tWs very moment who do not 
right now.· But at the same time agree with the reasons they 
I understand that troops, such are there, but understand that 
as my best friend who is cur- it is their- job. to protect your 
rently stationed ill Iraq, have a · .' freedoms, including t)le free-
job to do and have no choice in <lorn of speech which you are 
the matter. They have signed practicing by protesting. 
up voluntarily to support our· £lease, try and hold two 
nation in both peace- and war- Viewpoints in your mind at 
time, and we as American citi- once. It is OK to feel negatively 
zens and those they are pro- against the war and the Bush 
tecting must support them. administration's reasoning for 
A war based on defense, war, and at the same time sup-
rather than aggre.ssion, would port the young men and 
have been much more warrant- women who have been sent off · 
ed, but the time for that debate to fight against Hussein's 
is gone. We are fully involved regime. 
in a major conflict with Iraq 
and there is no turning back. 
. No amount of protesting will 
change that now. 
Columnist Aaam Shiver cari be 
reached at adam@ucffuture.com 
Media role in War is 
supporting patriotism 
KEVIN O'GRATTAN 
. STAFF WRITER 
- · America's armed forces 
are entrenched in battle. I 
Like most Americans, I 
spent my Spring Break watch-
ing America move onto war. I 
was proud to see the coalition 
forces begin the liberation of 
·an oppressed nation of people 
and braced myself. for the 
'tragedies that would inevitably 
accompany this conflict. 
Apparently, the medi~ had 
not braced itself for the a\{ne 
· ~ possibility, as it reported tb_e 
news of casualties in a man\ier 
almost stunned and disillu-
sioned that. something like that 
could occur. 
Somehow, they never con..:-
cluded that they would see 
'death even though 'they had 
decided to place themselves on 
the front lines of war. · 
It is a fact that people will , 
no more brutal than the 
instances of violence and death 
media ,reports every day in the 
United States. -Many of those 
deaths are pointless ap.d in 
vain, yet those occurrences 
seem to affect reporters much 
less .. 
Yet the news coverage of 
. thew~ has accomplished 
They've also proven that 
th.ey are not afraid to 
take a conservative 
stance ~ something · 
that has never been 
acceptabl_e in the media 
·industry - and step 
forward to support a 
·greater goo(- sup-
porting our troops and 
· our nation's freedom. 
. die in wars. There has never 
existed a war in history where 
there have been no casualties. many things I didn't anticipate 
The brave men and women of · it would. While it is odd_ to see 
the coalition forces know this. a war so televised and the war 
An loss Of life is tragic, but irriages are somewhat surreal, 
those who have made the ulti-· it's important anq necessary to 
mate sacrifice have done so to ·see' those images to drive· the · 
protect countless others. point home to Americans that 
These m~n and women· ·. this war is not only essential, 
know what is possible in a war ·, but also' is accomplishing -
· -and also lmow they are fighting everything our nation's leaders 
for a higher purpose - to .save predicted it would to make this 
lives and provide freedom to a" world a safer place. 
pe9ple.who have not known · It's important for skeptics 
such liberty. · to see the images of Iraqi citi-
Their deaths weren't in zens hugging American sol-
vain or unnoticed and certaWy diers and tearing dawn . ~ 
Saddam Hussein's photos to 
prove to them that the war is in 
fact achieving m~y noble 
· things, including freeing a 
nation of people who are huµ-
gry for democracy and liberty 
- something that war oppo-
nents all too often· igi:iore. 
The media also deserves 
commendation for its refus~ to 
air· images of American prison-
ers of war while the whole 
world did, and respect the mili-
tary in withholdinginformation 
that would jeopardize the mili-
tary' s actions .. 
By shoWing the images of 
the prisoners of war, one thing 
is for certain - that single des-
picable act by Iraq just furthers 
-the case against this terrible 
regime and most Americans 
believe in this war more now 
than before. 
Finally, radio stations that 
have taken a pro-American 
stance also deserve praise. 
Theil- refusai to play songs by 
the female country band Dixie 
Chicks and others· who insult 
our nation's leaders and refuse 
to -support the United States in 
· a time of crisis shows that 
media venues aren't completely 
absorbed with commercial 
profits and appeasing the . 
_ entertainmep.t industry. 
They've also proven ·that they 
:are not afraid to take a conser-
vative stance - something that 
ha~· never been acceptable in 
· the media industcy - and step 
_ forward to support a greater 
good - supporting our troops 
and our nation's freedom. 
I 
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ADAM RosciIB f CFF 
Pitcher Taylor Sawyer leads UCF with a 1.37 ERA. 
Out for-
Sports· 
. Thursday March 27, 2003 
revenge ADAM RoscHE { CFF 
Sophomore Taylor Cobb has a 3-1 record and leads the Knights with a 2.06 ERA. He pitched a career-high seven innings in UCF's 11-3 win over Samford Friday night. 
UCF travels to 
Atlanta looking to 
avenge last season's 
tournament losses 
to Georgia State 






This weekend the UCF baseball 
The UCF softball team will be looking team will try to do something that 
· for some revenge Saturday when it travels Florida Atlantic, Stetson, Belmont 
to.Atlanta to play Georgia State. Sure UCF and Campbell failed to do so far this 
-won three of the five games· against tb.e · season - beat Jacksonville State 
Panthers last season, but the Panthers won starter Jessie Corn. The junior rigfit-
when it mattered. hander- leads the Atlantic Sun 
Georgia State beat the Knights twioo Conferenoo with a 1.84 ERA as the 
in the . Atlantic . Sun Conference Gamecocks No. 1 starter. 
'Iburnament. The first loss dropped UCF Corn earned league Pitcher of 
into the loser's bracket. But the Knights the Week honors two weeks in a row 
. rebounded and beat Troy State 4-3 to after back-to-back complete game 
advanee to the semifinals, where they met shutouts against Belmont and ~ 
the Panthers again. And tltis time the loss Campbell. He gave up just three hits 
sent the Knights home, ending their whilestrikingout 10againstBelmont 
remarkable inaugural seaso with a 46-19 and threw a two-bitter with nine Ks 
record against Campbell. 'Corn threw 37 
But ·Georgia State will aISo be in the consecutive innings without giving 
UCF record books as the progranl's first- up an earned 
ever A..Sun Wins. The Knights first "Peat the run · prior · to · 
Panthers-&-2 at GSU's -tournamenfon Feb. Friday's game 
15. That game didn't' count in the_ confer- a g a i n s t 
enoo standings, though. The Knights' first F 1 o r i d a 
A-Sun wins came at home March 5, both by ,· Atlantic. 
one-run margins· at 2-~ arid 1-0. , . He gave 
But this season the Knights have . up a two-run _ 
struggied with consistency and a sweep home run to 
againSt Georgia State could help get them Jeff Fiorentino 
ofl the right track, t;md just in time. UCF in the seventh 
was 22-17 overall and 3-1 in the A-Sun as of inning of that 
. Monday and· 16 of its next 22 games are game,. which 
against. _conference opponents. Georgia JSU stiff won 3-2in12 innings. Corn 
. State has struggled this season with a 12- did not factor in the decision as he 
. 18 record; put the Panthers are, also 3-1 in . left.With the soore-tied at two. It was 
· the A-Sun: his first no decision in six starts. Jfe · 
Georgia State is coming off a near gu,ve ·up seven hits in eight innings . . . , . · . . ADAM SHIVER r CFF 
µ.pset of 16th-raliked F1orida State last while striking out 10 against the __ Senior Mark M~chael p1tcbe.d UCF s first comple~e game of the year m Saturday's 6-4 win over . · 
weekend, The Panthers were down 3-0 . Owls. · . Samford. The right-hander 1s 4-1 _on ~he year with a 4.37 ERA. 
heading into the seventh . inning when Corn threw seven inningS in the 
Lindsay Bryant knocked a three-run home Gamecocks' only win against will most likely gBt the nod against 
run to tie the score and send the game into -" Stetson, scattering ·four hits while Corn in the first game of the three-
extra inni:p.gs. But, F1orida State won 4-3 in giving up two runs, though neither game series Friday night at Jay 
the eighth. was earned. Fbr the year he has 49 Bergman .Field Cobb is fifth in the A-
The key for UCF will be to come out strikeouts in 44 innings and has only Sun with a 2.06 ERA. He's 3-1 on the 
. · ~en up nine earned runs. year after pitching a _career-high 
PLEASE S~E ~n!~ht~ 1~N _l;1 .. , '·'•'v•ff:,, 'v•'. ,:t«i•, ,,,}J:f .s.op~?~O)~< ~~?~,.,5/,?~P .• ~~~~~~ U(W:~ 1 ~.~,pv;~f. · 
!t 'f •• 'f 'if ' '~ f - - ., ' - ' \ ~ . 
... ,, "' ~ ':,r "' ~ 
Samford on Friday. The right-hander 
gave up three runs · (two earned) on 
seven hits., but did not allow a run 
after the first inning. 
While Friday night's match-up 
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ADAM ROSCHE I CFF 
Junior Rachelle Schmidt's .407 batting average and 11 doubles lead UCF this season. 
Knights in need 
of aggre~,sion-
FROM PAGE 12 
·aggressive in both games, which 
the Knights haven't done very 
often this season. 
'We're timid," UCF Coach 
Renee Luers-Gillispie said. 
"We're going in there without an 
aggressive attitude and we're riot 
taking it to the other team." 
In their first A-Sun double-
header of the season the Knights 
beat Gardner-Webb 8-0 in six. 
innings byway of the mercy rule, 
but turned around and lost 5-3 in 
the second game. 
-The Knights played 
Southwest Missouri State three 
times in three days earlier in the 
season. They lost the first game 3-
0, then \YOil 6-0, only to lose the 
third ~e 4-2. Out in California 
the Knights · beat then 15th-
·ranked Fresno State 3-2, only to 
lose to Loyola Marymount, Sari 
Diegu State and Santa Barbara in 
their next three games. 
The Knights did play well in 
their second conference double-
header March 15 at Campbell, 
winning 4-2 and 15-1. Luers-
Gillispie said the Campbell games 
were one of the few times this . 
season the Knights played 
aggressive throughout. 
'We knewwe were in confer-
ence, on their turf, and we were 
excited about going after theln," 
she said. "But unless we've gut 
some purpose behind it, we're not 
going out aggressive." 
Maybe revenge for last 
year's tournament losses will pro-
vide the Knights with the purpose 
they need to go after Qeorgia 
State. 
Double-header 
, could. be a :slugf est 
FROM PAGE 12 . starts. Palmer has a 7.29 ERA in 
jive starts. Like Mincks, Palmer 
has the makings of a pitchers failed to reoord an out before exit-
dueL Saturday's double-header · -ingin the second inning of his last 
could turn into a slugfest, with start, which Jacksonville State 
UCF doing most of the slugging. .lost 14-1 to FAU. Palmer· officially 
Seniors Mark Michael and threw one illning, giving seven 
Lincoln Mincks will probably get tuns (five earned) on six hits. 
the nods for UCF, vvbile Allen Clark Jinks is another starter for 
Buckley and C.R. Palmer could JSU who has seen time in the 
start for the Gamecocks. Senior weekend rotati,on. He's 0-1 in four 
Von David Sterlzbach could be a starts with a 9.33 ERA 
possible starter for the Knights, UCF· comes into_ the series 
but will most like1y be the first 1_9-8 overall and 4-2 ill the A-Sun, 
reliever out of the bullpen. while Jacksonville State is 13-11 
Michael and Mincks have and 7-5. The Knights swept 
slightly elevated ER.As, but -both Samford, but lost two of three to 
are 4-1 on the year. MichaeL who's Georgia State in A-Sun play. The· 
ERA is 4.37, is coming off UCF's Gamerocks swept Campbell, took 
first complete game, a 64. win two of three -from Belmont and 
over Samford in ~e two of picked up one win each against 
Saturday's double-header. But Florida Atlantic and Stetson. -.· 
Mincks, who has a 3.95 ERA, gut The Knights are cqming off 
rocked in the Knights' extra- their best offensive performance 
inning 11-10 win in the first game of the season for a three-game 
of the double-header. Mincks did series. They scored 28 runs 
not last long ~nough in the second against Samford, including two 
inning to rerord an out after giv- 11-run games. The Knights will 
ing up six runs on seven hits. But need tO continue with the hot bats 
that was an uncharacteristic per- if they hope to pull off back~to­
formance for Mincks, Who fin- · back series· sweeps for the first 
· ished second on the team -last time this season. 
year for innings pitched Friday's game starts at 6 
Fbr the Gamerocks Buckley p.m., while the first game of 
,has a 4.63 ERA on the year and Saturday's double-header will 
_ .bas yet to rerord a ~ec;ision in five beWD:.at 1, R·:tp-· . · 
, f I I 1 I I ~ > I l ) > ) I J I 
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We are the]iffy Lube Franchise of th~ Year! 
FREE Car Wash with 
Oil Cha._ge! 
. Just off the corner of 
University and Goldenrod. 
, 
~ Open: . 
Mon-Fri B-7 p.m. 
Sat-Sun _B-6 p.m~ 












Jitfv Lube signature oil change 
• Change 'oil with 
Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts 
• Install new oil filter 
• Check air filter 
• _Check wiper blades_ 
• Vacuum interior floors 
• Wash extedor 
windows 
• Check brake 
fluid level 
• Lubricate chassis 
as required 
· • Check & fill transmis-
sion I transaxel fluid 
•Check & fill 
differential fluid 
• Check & fill power 
steering fluid 
• Check & fill windshield 
washer fluid 
• Check & fill battery 
as required 







Free Fluid Refills 
Between Services! 
Not valid with any other offer. Cash value 1/1 OOth of a cent. Coupon must be presented 
at time of service. Only valid at this location. Offer valid on most vehicles. 
I 
I 
~ -·------------------------- --- - - ... 
Where UCF Students Want lo 'he ... 
Amenities 
Fully-furnished, spacious 3 and 4 bedroom 
apartment homes with individual lease protection· 
• FREE ETHERNET 
• Cable, electric allowance, 
water & sewer All included 
• Computer lab 
•Fitness center 
• Sand volleyball court 
• 2 sparkling pools 
with tiki bar 
• Beautiful lakeside 
· setting 
· • Full size washer/dryer 
• Free roommate 
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Men's tennis· wins 14th in a row 
The No. 62 UCF men's ten-
nis team increased its winning 
streak to 1-4 mat~hes on 
Saturday, rolling over Nebraska 
6-1 at the UCF Tennis Complex. 
With ·the victory, UCF improved 
to 14-2 while the Huskers fell to 
. 8-6. 
After dropping the doubles 
point, the Golden Knights 
recovered to win all six singles 
matches. Catalin Bradu got by 
Florian Priessler at No. 1, 7-6 
(4), 6-3. Another two set winner 
· was Gabriel Strangberg at No. 
2. Strangberg defeated Jacek 
Wolicki, 6-2, 7-6 (1). 
At No. 3, Augusto Sanabria 
blew past -Joerg Barthel, 6-2, 6-
3. Despite losing the first set, 
Antonio Sierra rallied at No. 4 
to pick up a 2-6, 6-3, 6-1 win 
over D.J. Geatz. Ener Gursoy 
eased past Joel Reckewey, 6-1, 
6-3 at No. 5. Also victorious was 
Simon Jaeger at No. 6. The 
sophomore held off Patrick 
KennedY, 6-3, 7-6 (4). 
Nebraska won two of three 
. doubles matches to secure the 
first point of the day. The only 
UCF pair to come away with a: 
victory was Bradu and Sierra at 
·No. 1. 
· Since dropping iwo tilts to 
start the season, the Knights 
have not lost. Their last defeat 
occurred on Jan. 25 to 
Alabama-Birmingham. 
Following a two-day break, 
the Knights will be in action 
TUesday when they host the 
Citadel at 2 p.m. at the UCF 
Tennis Complex . 
. Novice rowers tops 
at canal 54 
The UCF women's novice 
lightweight rowers earned two 
first place finishes against the 
Universjty of Wisconsin at the 
Canal 54 Invitational on 
Saturday. 
The freshman/novi~e light-
weight 8+ boat, which featured 
Tiffany Richmond, ·Katherine 
Motes, Tiffany Beck, Laura 
Brad, Amy · Zink, Kristen 
Kesser, Sabrina Gilman, Julia 
Hix and coxswain Chantal 
Gonzalez bested the Badgers 
with a time of 7:14.L 
Kesser, Brad; Beck, Motes 
and co~e Heath~r Brooks also 
combined for a first place show-
ing in the freshman/novice 
ligh~eight 4+ event. fb.ey fin-
ished at 8:04.1, over 20 econds 
faster than Wisconsin, which -
crossed the finish line at 
8:24.36. 
Although it took second 
place, the Knights' varsity light-
weight 8+ entry of Richmond, 
Brad, Beck, Kesser, Motes, 
Lauren Gombar, . Heather 
_ Seward, Kylie Roberts and 
coxswain Summer Taylor had a 
time of 7:03.08 - just three sec-
ond behind the Wisconsin boat. 
The Badgers were runner-up at 
the national championship in 
the event last season. 
Next up for the UCF row-
ers is the Petrakis Cup in 
JacksonVU1e. 
Women's track & field 
golden at FSU Relays 
The UCF women's track 
and field team earned top fin-
ishes during the final two days 
of the FSU Relays at Mike Long 
Track on Friday and Saturday. 
The Knights put up some of 
their most impressive showings 
on the track in "the seeded 
championship or gold sectionals 
- especially in the distance 
races. In the 5,000m, junior Sara 
- Dillman ·earned ninth place with· a 
time of 18:03.59. 
Meanwhile, . sophomore · 
Ashley Overby was fourth in the 
10,000m with a · personal best of 
40:12.89, followed by freshman 
Megan Crum in fift4, also with a 
career best 40:15.89. 
Freshm~ Astrid Claessens 
finished fourth 41 the champi-
onship section' of the 'BOO-meter 
event 'with a personal best of 
2:14.04- an effort that also· ranks , 
her second all-time at UCF. 
In other non-seeded or "gar-
net" events, senior Erica Garcia 
finished fourth in the 100-meter. 
dash with a time of 12.18, while 
she was third in the 200-meter 
dash at 24. 76. 
- Junior Emily Pugh led . the 
way for UCF in second. place . in 
the 400-meter hurdles with a time 
PLEASE SEE Women's oN 16 
Let OrlandoSenti.nel.co:~ .. help._you. 
with your day:to-day activities:-. 
Get Things Done at School: 
•Check UCF foot.ball schedule 
• f ind article for Marketing class 
• Get breaking hews stories · 
•Che-ck part-tifl)e job listings 
Get Things Done at Home: 
• Liste'n to Jocal bands 
•Watch movie trailers and 'r'evie~s 
•Get movie times and locations -
•Find upcoming events, concerts-
and festivals 
Julie Pecastaing 
has won seven 
singles matches 
in a row at No. 2. 
The junior is 12-
. 2 on the year. 
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SPRING BREAK RECAP 
UCF b~eball tops Columbia, falls to .FAMU 
_Florida A&M third baseman tom of the seventh. UCF's Dottie third consecutive -trip to Lake In only her seeond time compet-
Alcides Segui lined a RBI-double in Cupp pitched the compiete game Maitland on March 15. ing in the long juplp, senior Erica 
seven top honors on the weekend. 
"I am ecstatic with the team's 
performance," . said Coach Marcia 
Mansur-Wentworth. 'We are rolling 
-in the right direction." 
the ninth inning -to ·give · the ·· ~t:Hmpro~ed to &;5. _ · . <The fy~shman/n~vice 8+ poat . . Garcia placed first with of leap' of just 
Rattlers a 12-11 Victqcy .over UCF : • -~ _ the se~oild . game, that matured' T,iffany Richmon!;t , over 18-feet. · · 
. March i9 at Moore-Kittles Field ill -. Shinhoster started off with _a triple - -~therine l\.fotes, Tiffany ·_B~k, Three of UCF's relay teams ~ 
'Tullahassee. :- . ·to ·right center, added a: home run _ Laura Brad, Amy· Zink, :Kristen· 4X100r 4x800 and the dis_tance med-
Matt Fox earned his .. fir.st over · left ~'center and4 acked .on a Kesser, &lb'rina·O-ilniaii, Jiilia Hix ley relay - also earned first pla.Qe 
career start on the mound for the doubl~pp thel¢ddle .. An·error by and coxswai.Il :Heather· .BrookS showings, bringing the grand total to 
Golden Knights . . The sophomor~ ~ 'Catnppell's Li.Sa Evans prevented took first with a time of 7:12.2. The. 
right-hander pit~ed a cfil100r-high · th~- cycle for Sllinhoster but UCF freshman/noVice 4.+ crew of 
3.2 :innings .alloWing fiv~ runs on~ wasabletoscoreplentyofruns.for Kesser, Brad,-~B-eck, Motes and 
sjx hits with fiVe walks anct three - the· game. _ . . Brooks aiso. earned _top ,hono~ in 
strikeouts. _ · Taylor Sa"7yer picked _up her their evenf at 7:43.1. · 
Ryan Bear fin_ished on&for- 10t4 win of the season in the seo- The. Varsity 8+, which was 
two with a two-rtll! home run to - ond game, striking out five .. - made up· -pf lightweight rowers 
lead UCF past . Columbia 7-4 The Knights dropped a 5-4 ~iehmond, Beck, - Bract, Kesser, . · 
March 18 at Jay Bergman Fjeld. decision to St. Peter's· - College~ hi _· ~ Motes, Laur~ _ Gombar, Heather 
-COMPILED FROM STAFF 
AND WIRE REPORTS 
UCF reliever Andrew Daly their first· game March 19 .befonF :_-Seward, Meredith Thoinas ·and ~ , 
pitched the game's . final three Stephanie Best's record-tying ~r- ;. _ -ooXte Summer Taylor, took second . 
innings for his second ·save of the formance in their 18-2 win over_ ... to the Owls heavyweight crew at 
s~n. Columbia_..starter Jessan Army. · . .; .:; • ~6:44.0. ORUiNDO SEASON ENDS M RCH 29TH 
Grant pitched 7.0inningsindefeat, The day before her 1~ RBis~" . .-: -·:, 
allowing ~ seven runs on eight performance, Best knocked . an· ,-uQ: track & field dominates 
hits with four strikeouts. RBI s~e t~ le~ field n:i the botto~. t o· . D I -
of the mnth IDillilgto give ucF a.~~ a 1sner "e ays . 
Men's tennis cuts 
dawn Big Green 
The No. ~ UCF men's tennis 
team picked up a 5-2 victory over 
Dartmouth at the UCF Tennis · 
Complex March 18. 
The Knights convincingiy 
took the doubles point, 8weeping _ 
the Big Green. On the singles side, ·· 
Gabriel _Strangberg,. .Antonio 
Sierra, Augusto . Sanabria and 
Ener Gursoy earned wins for the 
Knights. · 
Softball ~~psfampbell -. 
.. ~ -Jania Shinhoster was one sin-
. gt~ shy of hitting for the cycle and 
·:Rru;helle Schmidt .- was three-for-
four leading the UCF softball t~ 
to ~2_and 1.&:ti wilis·S>Yer O~pbell­
University in Atlantic Sun confer-
ence play on March 15 at Eakes 
Athletic Complex. -
- In the first game, UCF scored 
three_ runs in the fifth and added a 
rim in the sixth before-giving up 
two runs with two outs in the bot-
1 win' over visiting ·Columbia .· Semor Kell~ Roloff headlined 
, University. The Knights fell -fo a list of outstanding ~rformances 
Colgate 5:-1 in the first game March ~y .the UCF_ w~men s track and 
18 · field at the DISney Relays on 
· M~ 14 and Saturday at Disney 
Women's golf finishes 12th Wide World of Sports. 
at Waterlefr 111SF Invitational Roloff became the second 
t:1 u Knight to qualify for the ~CAA 
The UCF women's golf team Regional Championship when she 
completed play at the e3.rned first place with a. mark of 5-
Waterlefe/USF Invitational with a 7 in the~high jump on Friday Her 
12th-place finish at the Waterlefe sophoDfore teammate Ann Larsen · 
. GOlf Club in I3radenton, Fla on accompli.Shed the sameieat at the 
March 1~. The Knights· carded a UCF Invitatio~ meet_ on Mai:ch. 8 . . 
team score of 956 ( +92) while Also taking top honors m the '· 
TCU won the event with a team first day of competiti6n wfil:! fresh- · 
score of 898 ( +34). ·.' man Michelle Olandese,-:who hacfa -. 
Senior ~ Tudor h~ -~~ ... personal best of 41.16 µieters to 
strong showmg as she finished take· first in the discus. 
ti~for8th. Tu~orended thethr~ - _"';;_\:.On )\larch 15, the Knights 
round event with a sco~ of 224. _ ::; "~ci>]i~ to dominate, earning 
. UCF novice rowers top 
Rollins Tri-Meet 
~· ~ five· more first-place fu;lishes . 
The ·ucF women's novice : 
rowing team bested Temple 
Unhrersity and paced the l\Ilights 
at the -Rollins Tri-Meet in their 
· Leading the way was sophomore 
Liz Jovanovski She took top hon-
ors in the hammer throw with a · 
personal best of 148-9, a mark that . 
also places her second all-time at 
UCF. 
. \ . 
JacQots Mu~t Go Satun1a1 Night - 3/29! 
Race Book oaen Year Round for 
· Thoroughbred, Harness ·a Jal~Alai -Sillulcasts 
·~ 
·12000· Collegiate wav 
401-211-1616 
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Women's tennis 
picks up two wins 
FROM PAGE 14 
of .1:03.30 and sophomore . 
Melody Parry was ninth at 
1:06.46. Sophomore Valery 
Martinez took fifth in the 800m 
garnet event crossing the finish 
at ·2:19.97. · 
In the garnet field events, 
- senior Elese Wilcox topped . all 
Knights with a fifth place finish 
·· in the shot put. She had a mark 
of 40-feet, five inches while 
freshµian Rian Thomas took 
eighth at 39-7.25~ 
Sophomore Ann Larsen 
matched her season-best, NCAA 
Regional qualifying mark in the 
high jump with a mark of 5-7. 
Earlier in the competition, 
senior Kelly Roloff took second 
in the heptathlon with 4,952 
points - 48 shy 'of the NCAA 
provisional qualifying mark. 
During the multi-event competi-
tion, she earned first place in 
the long jrimp with a leap of 18-· · 
4.5 and second place in the 800• 
meter run with a time of 2:.22.42. 
The Knights return to 
action Friday at the FloriQ.a 
Relays in Gainesville. 
Women's tennis beats 
the Rattlerettes 
Julie Pecastaing, · Pamela 
Fern~dez and Ola Luczak were . 
all singles victors -as the UCF 
women's tennis team rolled to a 
speedy . victory over Florida 
A&M on Saturday morning, win-
ning 4-0 at the UCF Tennis 
.Complex. With the win, the 
. Knights improve their record to 
8-6. 
Behind two doubles tr.i-
umphs, UCF quickly secured 
. the tandem ·point. At No. 1, 
Luczak and Anna Westin ham-
mered Charlana -Brown and 
· Charlene Kambarami, 8-2. 
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Pecastaing and Fernandez 
clinched the point at No. 2, 
defeating Sahirah Williams and 
Monet Duncan, 8-3. · 
In singles action, the 
Knights raced to three wins. . 
Pecastaing was strong against 
Collins, breezing to a q-0, . 6-0 
victory at No. 2. Fernandez also 
.wasted little time against 
Duncan, winning at No. 4, 6-0, 6-
1. The other UCF solo victor was 
Luczak at No. 5. The sophomore 
crushed Kambarami, 6-1, 6-0. · 
Women's tennis 
blows past Cyclones . 
The UCF women's tennis 
team swept doubles play to 
defeat Iowa State on Thursday, 
4-3 at the. UCF Tennis Complex. 
. The Knights got things 
going early, winning all three 
doubles matches. At No. 1, Anna 
Westin aiid Ola Luczak teamed · 
to get past Sabrina Evers and 
Suzarni.e Rutten, 8.:.2. Pamela 
Fernandez and Julie Pecastaing -
paired at No. 2 to crush the 
Cyclones' Tara Goedjen and 
Elizabeth Chermel, 8-2. Also 
picking up a UCF win was 
Marieke Gunawan and Kristina _ 
Lohmos at No. 3 where the duo 
defeated Evangelina Soriano 
and Courtney Leese. 
Pecastaing was impressive 
at No. 2 singles, easing past 
Goedjen, 6-0, 6-2. At No. 3, 
Lohmos blabked Leese, 6-0, 6-0. 
The other UCF singles victor 
was Luczak, as the sophomore 
held off Charlotte Ljungkrantz 
at No. 5, 6-3, 6-1. . 
For the Cyclones, Evers 
(No. 1), Soriano (No. 4), and 
Rutten (No. 6) all gained singles 
wins . 
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The Orlando Cfinical Research ·Center Is Con_ducting 
An Important Clinical .Research Study Of An 
lnvestigational Vaccine Being Developed To 
Immunize Against $mallpox. 
. . 
To ·particip.ate in this study the following must apply: 
o No previous smallpox vaccine 
o No history or presence of eczema or skin problems 
o No immune disorders 
o Willing to make 7 outpatient visits and complete a diary.after 
vacCination 








Thursday, March 27 
'Rivers Run Deep' -
As part of the Women's History Month 
_Arts Series. the UCF Women's Studies 
.. program hosts a new musical by UCF 
Theatre professor John Bell about 
women in Victorian society who fought 
against the period's male hierarchy. A 
question and answer session will follow 
the performance. Begins at 8 p.m. in 
the Communications Building. room 101; . 
free; 407-823-6502. . 
Friday, March 28 
Beetlejuice a~d High Pitched Erit 
Howa rd Stern Show personalities 
Beetlejuice and High Pitched Eric per-
form their touring stand-up comedy act 
in downtown Orlando . . Doors open at 9 
p.m.; Back Booth. 37 W. Pine St.; $15 
cover; 18 and up; 407-999-2570. 
Saturday, March 29 
Last 'Late Knights' 
Spring semester's final "Late Knights" 
event wil l feature a balloon artist. body 
painting. candle art and a steel drum 
band. Performances by national record-' 
ing artists 7 Mary 3 (replacing thei r 
sing-along at Spirit Splash). local band 
Berman and UCF musicians. From 9 
p.m. to 2 a.m. in the Student Union; 
free; 407-823-6471. 
Sunday, ·March 30 
'W.hine and Cheesy Trivia' 
Curtis Earth hosts the second ·week .of 
his faux-upscale trivia game show with 
guests competing ·in teams for $100. 
Complimentary finger food and dis-
counted wine glasses included with 
cover charge. Show starts at 7 p.m. at 
The Mark. 56 E. Pine St.; $7; 21 and up; 
407-872-0844. 
Monday, March 31 
Women's Tennis vs. Memphis 
Come cheer on the Golden Knighfs as · 
the Women's Tennis team takes on 
. Memphis. The match will take place on 
the UCF tennis courts. beside the 
Recreation and Wellness Center. Bring 
your own chair or blanket. Game starts 
at 1 p.m.; free; contact Gert Garman. 
407-823-6398. 
Tuesday, April 1 
1he Real Hip-Hop Show' . 
Orlando's newest hip-hop entertainment 
night premieres its third week with rap-
per Jon Doe performing at 10 p.m. and 
DJ Velore-spinniog hip-hop and reggae 
until 2 a.m. An "anything goes" talent 
contest will take place at 11 p.m .. and 
the winner gets $50 and an advance to 
next week's rounds. Doors open at 9 
p.m·. at Big Daddy's Roadhouse. 3001 
Corrine Or.; $8 and all-you-can-drink · 
specia rs: 18 and up: 407-644-2844. 
Wed'nesday, April 2 
'The Body Image Project' 
The UCF Women's Studies program hosts 
featured artist and speaker Larry 
Kirkwood. whose display of sculptures .. 
modeled after humans encourages 
.viewers to question both cultural and . 
media imag~s. lhe display can be 
viewed in the second-floor Key West 
hallway of the Student Union; 407-823-
6502. 
Thursday, April 3 
'Fifth of July' 
Theatre UCF presents the play by 
Lanford Wils<ln. This comedic and 
poignant drama follows the relation-
ship between a group of friends from 
the Sixties as they .gather for a 10-year 
reunion in a Missouri farmhouse. Show 
starts at 7:30 p.m.; Theatre UCF, Stage 1; 
'$6 for students and $10 for others; 407-
823-1500. 
Inside the 
Children of military 
/ 
parents react _to 
the anack on Iraq 
LAURA STEVENS 
'AFF W RITER 
On the evening of March 19, Sophomore 
- Greg Stevens lay sprawled on the leather" couch · 
in bis li.Vingroom, forced to watch "Star Search" . . 
by bis two SisteljS. 
"He sucks!" Steven8, 18, yelled, while 
laughing at the second dancer's performance. 
Suddenly the television scene changed, and -
Dan Rather's voice cut through with an image of · 
the Baghdad skyline. Harsh flashes and streaks 
- of light from cruise missiles flew across the 
screen as Rather informed the nation the war 
had finally begun. 
The Stevens household fell silent. 
"My first thoughts were, 'It's about time,' " 
Stevens said. "President Bush .has given 
Saddam plenty of time, and rm glad [Bush] 
came through on bis threat to attack if Saddam 
didn't surrender." 
While bis father served in the 
Navy for 16 years, Stevens lived on 
military pases for most of his life and 
has been exposed to thing13 most 
people never encounter. From a 
young age he learned about · 
the specifics of military air-
planes, visited the hangBr to 
see bis father's plane. and was 
even able to fly- Navy simula-
tors. 
College students who 
· have a parent in the military 
share an insider's view on 
the conflict with Iraq. The 
students , say their life 
experiences and their 
parents' fierre loyal-
ties to the military 
have influenced 
them and their beliefs, 
and most support President 
BUSh's decision to attack. 
"I just lmow more than 
civilians do," Stevens said. "I 
lmow what the military is drop-
PLEASE SEE Military oN 20 
lU.USTRAl'ION_BY C HRISTOPHER AR.NOLD I CFF 
Life .lessons underthe influence_ 
LINNEA BROWN I CFF 
Drunkenness and an all-around attitude of'Who cares?' was 
prominent on a Spring Bre_ak cruise to Cozomeland Key West. 
. THE ROAD IISS TRAVEllD 
LINNEA BROWN 
STAFF WRIT.ER 
Ahh, Spring Break. A 
world where an is remem-
bered, but nothing counts. 
After all, in the profound 
words of junior Du~tin 
·DeRyke, 22, "Hey ... it's Spring 
· Break." 
. Despite wholesome . · 
dreams. of back.Packing, I 
finally broke down and decid-
ed to do something ~mpletely 
typical. As my senior Spring 
. Break present to myself, I 
plunked down $400 for a four-
night cruise on the No:rWegian 
Majesty to Cozumel and Key 
West, accompanied by two 
friends, Kristen and Yasmin. 
Little did I know I was 
about to learn some of life's 
most important lessons - in 
the craziest ways possible. 
While waiting at customs 
to board the boat in Miami, 
vye learned the first of our'les-
. sons: some people just get 
lucky. I was one of them. I 
managed to sneak through 
customs with two water bot-
tles full of rum in my back-
pack. 
Not everyone had such 
good fortune, however. We 
watched as the suspicious 
customs officials swiftly con-
fl.seated another ·girl's liquor, 
disguised with food coloring 
in a Listerine bottle. "I felt like 
I was underage again, trying 
to sneak drinks," senior Kelly 
Gailey, 22, said. "They even 
sniffed tny bottle of h~ 
spray!" 
Once onboard, we flung 
our suitcases into our tiny, 
shoebox-sized cabin, mixed 
ourselves some cocktails and 
headed up to the top deck 
"Hey, I lmow you," a girl 
yelled. ''You Write for The · 
Future." 
Crap ... witnesses. 
We soon realized, much 
to our chagrin, that half of the 
cruise ship was filled with fel- . 
low Knights. In fact, a promi-
nent group of recognizable 
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Spring Break debauchery 
typical, but no less appealing 
FROM PAGE 17 
UCF fraternity boys had 
already assumed their positions 
by the pool, "like a school of 
fish, waiting for ·bait,>' mused . 
Jason Rosier, 24, a junior. 
So much for meeting guys 
from other schools. However, 
that night we wound up solidify-
ing a friendship with Rosier and 
three other wickedly funny UCF 
guys who made the whole vaca-
tion worthwhile. 
The most supreme lesson 
hi luck occurred onboard with 
the guys, as the scheming-to-
avoid-drink-prices continued. 
Jason French, a junior, came 
up with a brilliant plan ... or so 
he thought. . 
"[He] found someone else's 
onboard credit card and started 
using it one night when he was 
trying to flirt with this hot 
Romanian waitress," Rosier 
explained. "He started tipping_ 
big-time and racked up $117 in . 
drinks, but he got busted when 
he tried to use it again the next 
night." 
For .French, the rest of 
Spring Break was an undercover 
endeavor. He shaved off his goat-
ee, donned a baseball hat and 
hid out in a different cabin in an 
LINNEA BROWN I CFF 
These two women told their server on the cruise they wanted-'nothing' and 'no thanks' 
for dessert, and that is exactly what the server brought them, in chocolate syrup. 
effort to avoid the authorities. bQre a striking resemblanoe to 
"[He] was _even talking the psycho doll from the 
about jwn.ping overboard when "Chucky" horror movies. We 
we got into port," Rosier said, avoided him at all costs. 
_laughing. "However, since the The lesson about not drink.-
only three staff people he made ing too much in the afternoon 
friends with were the two secu- was learned in the desperate lit-
rity guards and the waitress tle Mexican tourist village of 
who came looking for him, he Cozumel, where the-beer flows 
got off easy when he just like water and bartering store-
blamed it an on being drunk.,, , owners make it virtually impos-
The second le~so.n we sible not to get drunk. 
learned: the college Spring ''All of the jewelry stores 
Breaker should always sur- offered free tequila shots, so we 
round him/herself with likable literally went jewelry-store hop-
people, because :Qe or she will ping for an hour,'' Gustafson 
inevitably be ·stuck with them said. 
for the rest of their vacation. Kristen, Yasmin and I 
Chris Gustafson, a junior, . spent the early afternoon wan-
learned this lesson the hard dering along the dusty, charm-
way after drunkenly convincing ing marketplace streets of 
a 16-year-old's overprotective Cozumel, and then joined the 
mother fo let her son "have a lit- rest of our Spring Break friends 
tle freedoµi." inside Senor Frog's - a wild, 
This, of course, meant that Americap.-ized tourist bar. 
Chris was the newly appointed We each slurped down -
babysitter for Trevor, 16, and all yard-long.Pi:fi.a Coladas and 
·of his much-younger friends. , joined in a drunken- congn line 
''At one point, I looked , . that somehow inade the breast-
behind me and had a train of lit- · grabbing, spanking behavior of 
.tle people following me like a: the rowdy waiters and waitress-
line of ducklings," Gustafson es seem completely normal. 
said. "No matter where I went, "IJooooooove Mexico," 
there they were." Yasmm shouted, as two. 
Things went from bad to. Mexican waiters kissed each 
worse as little Trevor got his cheek. 
hands on some alcohol and As we stumbled happily out . 
stopped being "cute." He got to board the boat, we caught 
completely inebriated, started sight of Gustafson and a group 
obnoxiously grabbing all the of gung-ho Knights doing a 
much-older girls, started a fight drunken, rowdy rendition of the 
in the ship's nightclub and stole UCF Fight Song. Right on . . 
a newly purchased Cuban cignr Even more hilarious was 
from Gustafson's room. the sight of our friend, junior 
.Strangely enough, Trevor Elena Sabo, 21, adoringly _~ay-
• FloS'!~fi~!~,~ ~ 
· Waterford. Lakes 
"A Full Service Florist" 
14 YEARS SERVICIN'G THE COMMUNITY > · 
- ing goodbye to a guy she had 
met in Mexico. She kissed the 
guy, turned to walk up the boat 
ramp ... and fell flat on her face. 
"I got a really big bump on 
my head,'' Sabo said. "But it 
was worth it." 
Back onboard, we pigged 
out at-a big buffet on the pool 
deck, attended a cheesy, 
Broadway-style dance revue 
and warbled drunken Karaoke 
tunes such as "The Pi:fi.a Colada 
Song'' and "Piano Man." 
We then headed up to 
Studio 54, the nightclub, where 
we partied and drank the rest of 
the night away. 
Our last Spring Break les-
son was that the rniiversa:l 
excuse - "Who cares? It's 
Spring Break" - applied to just 
about every decision that any-
one made on the trip. Everyone 
spent too much money, drank 
more than they meant to, did 
things they normally wouldn't 
have- ... and still stepped off the 
boat.feeling like it was the best 
_ vacation they'd ever had. 
In the telling, post-cruise 
words conveyed by DeRyke's 
instant messenger service: 
"Spring Break Cruise: $315. 
"Two handles of Puerto 
mean Rlim: $40. 
"Having your friends bust 
in on you in the shower with a 
girl, throw two buckets of ice on · 
you ~d get it all on videotape: 
Priceless." 
We won't ask. 
Columnist Linneci Brown can be 
reciched at lbrown@ucffuture.com 
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Food, fun and a 
lack of funding? 
Successful 'Late Kn_ights'-event needs , 
money to keep going for _the future 
students this weekend. DOUGLAS CousMiNER 
& LAURA STEVENS Modeled after similar pro-
grams at the University. of 
Florida and Penn State, "Late 
The balloon may be gone, Knights" encourages student 
but the memories .live on for involvement and activity ·on-
STAEF WRITERS . 
, freshman Jessica Maykrantz. campus. , 
She attended· one of UCF's Junior Mary Cox, 21, 
"Late Knights;, in ·November attended the first "Late 
and had a souvenir to shOw for Knights" held last September. 
it ... at least for a while. "I think the goal of 'Late 
· "There ·was a guy there Kriights' is to promote school 
who made me a big balloon spirit and provide a safe [sub-
hat," .-Maykrantz,19, saidr "I stitute] to other weekend 
looked like a dork, but I wore it - events," she said. 
all night. It eventually decom- "It's a nice .alternative to 
posed [after] it sat under my going out and partying and·get-
. bed for a long time." · ting drunk. I liked that I could ' 
"Late Knights" is a month- hang out with friends in· a nice 
ly event created by the Office of atmosphere," said freshman 
,_ Student Affairs _to provide Shayna Udell, 18. 
weekend entertainment for Freshman Bran Bermudez, 
UCF students on-campus. Held 18, hopes that "Late Knights" 
in either the Student Union or will continue next year as it pro-
. the Recreation and Wellness vides an outlet for greater cam-
_Center, the event invites stu- pus involvement. 
dents to participate in games, · Some students are upset 
listen to concerts, watch stand- with SGA'.s choice of funding, 
. up comedians, ride mechanical and feel that "Late Knights" 
bulls and eat - all for free. · should remain a priorjty. 
-The sixth and final "Late Senior Erica ~hifer, 21, has 
Knights" event of the school attended-three "Late Kll:ight_s" 
year takes place Saturday in and said SGA should assume· 
the Student Union, with more the financial responsibility next 
. live music, dances and competi- year. It's . a more worthy 
tions on tap. . expense than Student Body 
-- OSA graduate assistant President Marco Pena's deci-
Stephanie McGoldrick said .sion to rent the Islands of 
"Late Knights" gives on-campus Adventure theme park for a . 
residents something to do on - night April 3 at the cost of 
Friday and Saturday nights, a $125·,ooo, she said. 
time when the campus is nor- Added senior Kelly Estes, 
rrially quiet and deserted. 20: "[SGA] should fund 'Late 
However, a lack of funding Knights' because it's on-cam-
could jeopardize future events. pus - why put money into 
The majority of the event's something else whep you can 
finances come from the office of put i! into things here on cam-, 
UCF President John Hitt. 'We pus so that students don't have 
requested $200,000 and to drive?" 
received $100,000, out of which Estes is a resident assis-
we can't buy food," said Hope ·tant in Orange Hall and sfild 
Wehrle, the director of "Late "Late ·Knights" are convenient 
Knights." for dorm residents . . "It's a great 
Due to regulations, state . resource, because residents 
money such as that provided by don't have to [leave campus] 
Hitt's office cannot be used to late at night, and -they can still 
purchase food. The Student have a good time;'' she said. 
Government Association gave ·· The price tag is what keeps 
OSA $60,000 to cover food for many students coming back. 
this year's six "Late Knights·." "It's free and it's on-campus. 
Wehrle said OSA is waiting Why wouldn't I go?" Udell said. 
to see if they will receive enough Said Bermudez: ''Activities 
money to cover the event's were fun; they gave away T-
expenses again next year. shirts [and the] food was good. 
While SGA has agree_d to I'd go back if they had another 
fund the food, the ftrn.ds from 'Late Knights.' " 
Hitt's office are not guaranteed. The final event, which runs 
"It's not looking good at this from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. Saturday, 
point," Wehrle said. will include performances by 
Although the funding m~y- two bands; free pool at 
be lacking, OSA continues to Wackadoos; an opportunity to 
_plan by soliciting student input: watch· the "Elite Eight" NCAA 
They hope to create a ''.Late basketball games on television; 
Knights" student board in the face painting; Latin, swing and 
fall. · disco dancing lessons in the 
Evaluations from the Jan. Key West Ballroom; and a "Late 
11 event showed most students Knights Idol" competition, 
were pleased with it. Wehrle UCF's equivalent to ''American 
said OSA received the most sug- Idol." . 
gestions about food choices. . The eveiling also will her-
About · 1,500 · students hld the return of Lester, the bal-
attended the most recent event, loon guy; because he was a huge 
and OSA expects about 2;000 success last tiine, Wehrle said. 
Oo you know a UCF 
student who has 
shipped out for 
military service? 
The future would like to put the UCF community in touch with 
our fellow Knights serving our nation overseas. 
Please e-mail editor@ucffuture.com with your first and last 
name and phone number so we can contact you and connect 
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Military brats disagree· 
with anti-war protests . 
FROM PAGE 17 
ping on Baghdad I know why." 
Senior Ingrid Lawson, 22, has 
a father who served in the U.S. 
Army for 20 years, and says she 
fully supports President Bush's 
·decision after she learned of the 
first strikes while she was on a 
cruise ship dl)l'ing Spring Break 
"I was scared for all of the 
servioo members over in Kuwait 
andlraq, andlhoped thatitwould 
be a short war and everyone would 
· make it home safely," Lawson said 
Having experienood the fear 
of losing a loved one a decade earli-
er, she can sympathize with all 
those who know military personnel 
sent over~. 
''My father is a Gulf War vet-
eran, and I remember how scared I 
was when he had to gu away and 
how happy my whole fariiily was 
when he returned safely." 
Now enrolled in Army ROTC 
at UCF, Lawson said she cail't fully 
assess the extent to V\ffiich her 
father's career has affected her . 
support for the war, but being the 
daughter of a servioo member defi-
nitely increases her backing of U.S. 
troops. 
Being exposed to the military 
gives her a unique view on world 
atfairs, and her childhOod experi-
enoo with the Army is the reason 
she chose to p1:1f8Ue ROTC, she 
said. 
''If I had based my opinions on 
. th(.:) . military from the media and 
movies, I would have had a ve:ry 
, _negative opinion. Growing up as an 
Army brat ~owe4 me the opportu-
nities that the · milita:ry can pro-
vide." 
Children of military families 
also attest to having more faith in 
America's government. Hoping 
that the end of the war will see their 
relatives alive and well, they must 
trust in the decisions of the presi-
dent and ooIIlliwndingmilitary offi-
oors. 
"I guess maybe people who . 
haven't been involved with [the mil-
itary] tend nof to trust our leader-
ship,~ said Alisa Coffey, 18, a fresh-
man at Wheaton College in 
Wheaton, Ill Coffey's father is in the 
Apny National Guard '1\t a oortain 
.. 'Point you have.to trust their expert-
ise and that tliey know what's 
bes_t." 
Christine Martin, 18, a sopho-
more at F1orida Southern College 
in Lakeland, said trust in the ab~­
ties of American leadership plays . 
~ role in the milita:ry Iifestjrle 
· especially When her father flew 
··planes in the Navy during the 
Kosovo oontlict. 
''When weJived in Italy and 
my dad was in Sarajevo, you just 
oome to realize [the government] 
know8 more than they tell the pub-
' lie and you just have to trust them," 
she said · 
.seca~ they hav~ seen the 
militaryatworkfirstharidandoften 
. feared for parents in danger, "mill-· 
tary brats" say protesting the war 
is unpatriotic and unfair to soldiers . . 
"I'Ve been seeing demonstra-
tors around the city and campus," 
said · Chris Mi~klewright, 18, a 
freshman at Eastern University, 
outside of Philadelphia. "It seems 
a majority of them are reacting 
from .emotion. Very few of them 
have an educated opinion on 
what tb.ey say they believe." 
Students with parents in the 
military do not see the protests as 
The tendency _of 
civilians to 
· overestimate the 
ability of other 
countries' militaries 
and underestimate the 
·.abilities of our own is 
a serious problem that 
, . ·needs to be fixed. 
-GREG STEVENS 
Sophomore and 'Navy brat' 
a means to end the war quickly or 
keep milita:ry morale high. 
"How would you like to be a 
soldiefover there and know your 
-count:ry only half supports you?" · 
Martin said 
UCF Sophomore Megan 
Cerasale, 18, whose father served 
in the Coast Guard for 21 years, 
said that while celebrities such as 
those Who SMke against the war 
at last Sunday's · Academy 
Awards have a right to express 
their opinions, they also have fill 
obligation to recognize.the troops' 
sacrifice and the government's 
decisfon. 
"TP.ey ·might disagree with 
what he is doing, but Mr. Bush is 
our president . and- deserves 
respect," she said. 
Stev~ns disagrees wipi pm-
testers who doubt the strength of 
America's military forces. "The 
tendency of ciVilliinS to overesti-
. mate the ability of other coun-
tries' militaries and . underesti.:. 
mate the abilities of our own is a 
seriolis problem that needs to be 
fixed," he said .. 
· And while it disappoints him 
that so -many people are ~t -
the wfil-; Stevens !:laid .he tliinks 
the United States will beat Iraq 
soundly and l{uickly. 
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force. The Sales Representatives will ensure maximum -
customer satisfaction by answering pre-sales questions 
from existing and new clients: 
8 Teleleads Representatives 
are responsible for identifying and qualifying new sales 
opportunities in a 'specific territory or vertical market. 
Representatives will need to meet monthly revenue quo_ta 
goals whiie supporting the CA sales force to ensure the 
sales pipeline is constantly growing. 
If you have. superior interpersonal and communication 
. . -
skills, coupled with the drive and determination necessary 
to succeed in a sales career, please plan to attend· our Sales 
Career Fair. Bring a coj>y of your resume and you'll have the 
opportunity to learn more about our exciting and 
rewarding career opportunities currently available in Tampa. 
Take A Glance At Our Benefits: 
To attract and .retain the b~st team, ~e invest in our pe~ple 
by offering a benefits .package that is comprehensive and 
progressive. CA provides competitive salaries, 40 I (k) and 
profit sharing plans, company-sponsored medical, vision & 
dental coverage, tuition reimbursement, on-site fitness 
center, employee ·stock purchase ·program, and 
C?mplimentary continental breakfast served daily. 
If you are unable to attend our 
Sales Career Fair, please forward resume 
(incticating pos_ition of inte_rest) to: 
- . 
. tampajobs@~a.com · 
(please include code: CO I 03 in the·,subfect line) 
~ For additional information call: 
. ,800-45-4-3788 
Computer ~ssociates _ 
Human Resources Recruitment 
One· Computer Associates Plaza 
Suite. co·103, Islandia, NY 11749 
<*~;:t.* 
JOfNCA 
go·lo ca .. com 
Computer ASsociates~ 
" . 
~· ' . 
200FoR SALE 
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700Mlsc 
,,Office' Atiities·s. ,, · -~ 
~'xi:'$.;, w ;::· ~--., v'-""' .,;; M, ,-........· ;> • 
3361 Rouse Rd. , Suite 115 
Orlando, FL 32817 
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Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day 
potential. Looking for exciting and 
outgoing people. Training provided. 
No experience needed. 
Call 1-800-965-6520ext101: 
Valet Parking - Positi9ns starting at 
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly, 
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT 
AM/PM positions available at upscale 
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and 
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275 
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail. 
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED 
No exp. necessary. 
Earn up to $150-$450 a day. 
1-800-814-0277 x 907 
3 sales people needed to sell roses 
dtwn :08, Cowboys, The Why Not, 
and more! Thurs, Fri, Sat 1 Op-2a. 
Nice smile, reliable car, at least 18. 
$10-$30/av per hou·r. Join our Team! 
Call Roses by Renee 407-6?1-3612 
Valet Parking Attendants Needed 
Immediate openings! Locations 
throughout Orlando area, 
flex schedules, FT/PT avail, 
for great pay and great opp call 
. 407-971-9131 
****SALES PRO'S WANTED**** 
*Up to $1600 per week · 
*Inbound Vacation Calls 
*700+ Incoming Calls Per Day 
*High~st Commission. in Town 
(1-10 = $25 x 10 = $250) 
(11-16 = $30 x 16 = $480) 
(17-24 = $35 x 24 = $840) 
(25+ = $40 x 25 = $1000) 
*Day and Evening Shifts Available 
*High Energy an.d Fun 
Working Environment 
*Flexible part hours avail. 
*CALL TODAY!! 407-323-5876 
Swimming Instructors Needed. 
$20/hour and up. Set your own 
schedule. Must be certified. Call Sharon 
@ 407-679-4299 or visit us r:mline @ 
www.swim2u.com. 
IIiiiJ HELP WANTED 
TeleSolutions is looking for part 
time employees! You must be 
dependable, articulate, honest, and 
able to handle production goals.• 
TeleSolutions is located on a bus 
line at. 436 & Old Cheney Road, near 
Hwy 50. Call our Hiring Hot Line: 
407-581-37n ext 137 
Work from home selling quality 
vacation pkgs. All you need is high 
~peed internet access, live within 
local calling distance from UCF and 
PC Windows. Very comp. 
co.mmissions and bonuses + paid 
training. Fax resume to 407-669-1768 
or e-mail ett-etourandtravel.com 





• Flexible Schedules 
• Customer Service/ Sales 
(401) 862-8186 
www.worktorstudenls.com 
Japanese Tutor I Conversati9n 
Partner wanted! 
Intermediate student requires help w/ 
written & spoken Japanese. Good 
rate for services rendered. Email 
ICZER2@generalagents.com 
The American Association for 
Nude Recreation (AANR) is seeking 
a journalism ~tudent for a part-time position 
in the publications department. 
Clothed workplace, flexible hours, 
Monday through Friday, 20 hours per week, 
$7 per hour. Qualified applicant !IlUSt have writing, 
word processing, editing, and proofreading skills. 
AAN!{ is a 72-year-old association promoting family srn:ial nude 
recreation in North American and the caribbean. It has over 260 
affiliated clubs and nearly 50,000 members. Our monthly publication, 
The Bulletin, features nude recreation topics of interest to our members, 
from skinny-dipping to government affairs, _to mainstream media 
coverage. Visit the Web site at www.aanr.com and learn more abou.t 
nude recreation. 
Please apply in person with resume. 
. The American Association for Nude Recreation 
1703. N: Main Street, Kissimmee, FL 34 7 44-3396 -
I 100 lll!llll!I 
\ 
Telephone Pros. State of the art new 
call center. HUGE commissions, with 
benefits. Get in on ground level. Fresh 
leads and lists. FT/PT, spanish a+. 
Earn $600-$1000 weekly for FT. 
Great career opportunity. 
407-937-0108 x 205. 
ACCESS TO PC? 
$250+ per week Part Time 
Local Interview 
Ms. An.derson ' 
Call 407-249-7998 
Christian Pre-School 
afternoon teachers needed for: 
Union Park Christian School 
10301 East Colonial Dr., Orlando. 
If you l.ove children and the Lord 
please call 407-282-0551. 
*AQUATIC WEED 
FIELD TECH f\JEEDED!* 
GROUND FLOOR OPPORTUNITY!!! 
GROW WITH THE COMPANY!!! 
. Locally based Lake Mgmt. Company 
is seeking employees to fill the needs 
of a rapidly growing business. 
A basic understanding of aquatic 
plants is important.-
No experience is necessary.' Enjoy 
a relaxed working atmosph~re. 
APPLICANTS SHOULD 
FEEL COMFORTABLE 
OPERATING ATV'S AND BOATS. 
Please send resume to: 
AQUATIC MANAGEMENT 
STRATEGIES INC. 
21 o N. Goldenrod Road, Suite 15 
Orlando, FL 32807 
ph: 407-207-5959 
Sales Representative needed to sell, 
market, and service a Surf footwear 
and apparel line in the greater Orlando, 
Tampa and Cocoa Beach area. 
Will train - generous straight 
commission compensation, retail 
experience a plus, Female 
should live and understand the surf & 
beach lifestyle. Must have a car & 
insurance. Please call: 954-862-2219 or 
send resume w/photo to: Maui & Sons 
footwear - 9000 Sheridan Street Suite 
100, Pembroke Pines, FL 33024 
YMCA Camp McConnell seeking 
Summer Resident Camp Staff. 
Summer contracts of 5-10 weeks avail. 
Applicants must be able to live on camp 
for summer. Several Positions offered. 
Salaries + me~ls, housing 
Call 800-232-9622 
You've Prayed for this! 
Earn according to your effort. Unlimited 
potential, risk free! Looking for quality 
leaders, must be teachable. 
407-381-4800. 
BEGIN YOUR RADIO CAREER!! 
New Local radio show looking for 
female on air personality. Must have 
.some knowledge of fishing, hunting, 
or shooting sports. Send info. to 
Denlive@hotmail.com. 
IIiiiJ HELP WANTED 
Get Paid for Working Out. 
Build your body and you bank account. 
Local franchise, Two Men and a Truck 
is-looking for both FT and PT team 
members to move residential and 
commercial customers. Must be neat in 
appearance, have clean driving record, 
strong work ethic, and excellent 
.customer service skills. We offer 
excellent wages + tips, and bonuses. 
Talk to us about our' "Stay T~e . 
Summer'' incentive program. Lift the 
phone and call us today! 407-852-0925 
We are located west of the airport 
at 2907 McCoy Rd, between 
Conway and Orange Ave . 
I 
Make a grand a week! 
·No selling involved! 




Near UCF, 321-207-0988 
Bartender Trainees Needed. 
*** $250 a day potential! *** 
Local Pos,itions. 
1-800-293-3985 ext 100 
Bartender Trainees Needed. 
*** $250 a day potential! *** 
Local Position?. 
1-800-293-3985 ext 602 
CAMP TAKAJO for Boys, Naple.s, 
Maine, TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls, 
Poland, Maine. Noted for picturesque 
lakefront locations and exceptional 
facilities. Mid-June thru mid-August. 
Over 100 counselor positions. in tennis, 
baseball , basketball, soccer, lacrosse, 
golf, flag football, roller hockey, field 
hockey, swimming, sailing, water skiing,. 
gymnastics, dance, horseback riding, 
archery, weight training, newspaper, 
photography, video, woodworking, 
ceramics/pottery, crafts', fine arts, silver 
jewelry, copper enamel, nature study, 
radio/electronics, theater, costumer, 
piano accompanist, music 
instrumentalist, backpacking, rock 
climbing, canoeing/kayaking, ropes . 
course, secretarial, nanny. Call Takajo 
at 800-250"8252. Call Tripp Lake at 
' 800·997-4347. Submit application 
on-line at www.takajo.com or 
www.tripplakecamp.com. 
Copy Writer for Innovative Software 
Company. High energy with strong 
. writing skills for press, clienfand web 
content. Recent grads ok. FT, Benefits. 
Send resume and writing sample to 
hr@w-w-i-s.Gom. 
t::&er 
Mag_?zi nes . 
EARN GREAT PAY -· 
AND BEN&llS 
. ' "•·:~:-:.: . . ,. .:-'·· ,. 
Seeking indiv~duals to work.in an uppeat environment; 
. . . Telephone skills a mJs~. ,. 
.can (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961 
or apply at 61 SA Herndon Ave., Orlando, FL 32803. 
High School Diploma or equivalent required. 
(W~ will be movi.ng to a new facility next to ~CF t~is summer) 
2 Issues (1 week): 
8 Issues (4 weeks): . 




$s per wk 
$7perwk 
$1,perwk 
$1 per wk 
Charges listed above include an ad of 
up to five lines, 35 char~ters per line. 
$1/wk for each additional line. · 
IIiiiJ HELP WANTED 
HELP! 
We are slammed w/ 
,inbound calls. 
Very upsc~le vacation package. 
Big commissions, lots of daily spiffs! 
Located near UCF! 




Education Major (pref) with car wanted 
to W?tth my .2 children ages 8 & 4. 
Hours would be at 8-8:30AM, as well 
as 3~5 :30PM. Possible FT for summer. 
Call 407 -678-5413. 
Models Wanted 
for new swim wear mag. Blonde, 
brunette, asian or exotic. For more 
info/easy submission go to 
www,.SwimwearDaily.com 
"NEE;D MORE MONEY!?! 
Major Communications Co. 
Launching New·Service 
·Untapped Market! 
Work from home 
. Call .1-888-944-5117. 
FLOWER (21RLS NEEDED!! 
Work in Area's HOTIEST Night 
. Clubs! $$$ PT Hours, FT PAY $$$ 
. MUST BE ENERGETIC 
AND OUTGOING. 
Make Big Money 
Start Today 407-765-0155. 
Inside Sales 
Innovative Software Company seeks 
high energy people for insiqe sales 
positions. Sell Internet Banking 
Software and more to Banks and Credit 
Unions throughout the country. No exp 
necessary. FT or PT with Flex Hours 
available. Great Pay with growth 
opportunities for a great career. To . 
learn more g'o to.www.yourmsr.com·or 
send resume to hr@w-w-i-s.com. 
TRAIN TO BE A 
SWIM INSTRUCTOR 
SwimKids USA is Now Hiring 
. Swim fnsfructors 
• FT/PT, weekdays and weekends available. 
• May through September. 
• Only mature, professional and responsible 
need apply. 
• Knowledge of swim strokes and good 
working with children a must. 
• $10/hour and up. 
Call (407) 245-9587 for an 
interview or apply on-line 
at www.swimkidsusa.com 
Swim Instructors wanted to teach 
summer swim classes FIT, PfT 
·$10.50-$12.50/hr +bonuses. · 
Come work for Sharks & Minnows 
and change the quality of a 
child's life. Call 407-699-1992 
www.sharksandmiilnows.net 
Customer Service Reps PfT 
No exp. n·ecessary but always a plus. 
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to 
type @ ample speed. Loca~ed near 
· Orlando Int Airport. Flexible 
Schedule + great pay. AM/PM 
positions available; Call 
407-243-6150 x 2118. 
Sitter near UCF wanted for 2 children. 
Prefer Early Childhood Education major 
. or lots of exp. with young children. 
Avail. for full days T/Th . Ref. req. 
407-977-4882. 
·, 




Knowledge of MFC and/or Visual Basic. 
Call Zac @ 407-696-6958 
UCF Professor needs kind, part time 
female to feed and care for 
wheelchaired wife, dishes, laundry, 
beds, and feed dogs. Rouse Rd 
near UCF. 407-673-9203 
DO YOU WANT A COOL JOB? 
Varsity Marketing Group seeks 
current college students to work as 
Pff reps to sell promotional items 
on/around the campus. 
Post-graduate opportunities 
avail. Motivated Reps can earn a 
commission of $200-$800 wkly. 
Send your resume to 
Tikisha@varsitymarketing.com. 
TELESALES Pff M-F 5:30-10:30 PM 
make $6-$14'hr easy. Relaxed 
environment. Exp. preferred. Leave 
message before 5 P.M. otherwise 
call 407-677-4560 after 5 PM. 
Entesprise Rent~A-Car 
Management Open House. 
Entry-Level Management Trainee 
Program. Filling positions in the 
Orlando, Daytona, Melbourne, 
Leesburg & Eustis area. The Open 
House is Sat. April 5, 1 Oam-4pm 
@ Enterprise Rent-A-Car 
(Administration Office) . 
130 University Park Dr. , Ste. 235 
Winter Park,-FL 32792 
Directions 407-670-1733 
Fax/Email resume to 313-557-5353 
or orl@selfopportunity.com Questions . 
800-594-7036 x 110 
Minimum requ: 1 Year Customer 
• Service, 6 Months-Sales, 
4 Year Dewee 
WORKERS NIZ.EDED" 
Assemble crafts, wood items: 
Materials provided. To $480+ wk. 





Nanny Needed '(Exp only) - Live-in. 
Must have car. Start in August: 
Must be avail after 1 pm each day 
Longwood Area. $1600/mo. School Age 
Kids. Call 407-925-5?18. 
Sp~cial opportunities. Exp. ['!ANNY 
. needed to watch 2 small boys. 
Tues.& Thurs.; appox. 8 hrs/day. 
$50ic!ay. 5 year Qld has mild. 
asperger's syndrome, but is 
bright/very 'cute person~lify! Interest 
in special ed., autistic/related 
· disorders .is desirable. 
Call Christine' @ 407-365-3S25. 
Vegetarians Ne~ded 
, Local Research Firm is looking to 
r interview you. It's fun, and yQu'll be · 
paid for your time and insights. 





*ROOM AND BOARD INCLUDED 
*CO-ED CAMP. 
GET PAID TO PLAYi! 
The Flori~a Elks Youth Camp (FEYC) 
needs male and female Summer 
Camp Counselots ages 18 and up. 
FEYC is an overnight camp located 
off of highway 450 in Umatilla, 
Florida. The camp runs from 
June 9-July 26. Please contact Krys 
Ragland at 1-800-523-1673 ext 251 
or 352-669-9443 ext 251. 
ENTERPRISE 
Seeking success oriented 
individuals to fill Entry-Level 
Sales/Marketing/Management 
positions in the Central Florida area . . 
4 year College degree with a good 
driving record is req. Sales and -
customer service exp. a plus. 
_Fax resume to: 407-670-1744 ,EOE 
Work from home selling quality 
vacation pkgs. All you need is high 
speed internet access, live within 
local calling distance from UCF 
and PC Windows. Very comp. 
commissions and bonuses + paid 
training. Fax resume. to 407-669-1768 
or e-mail ett-etourandtravel.com 
or call 407-658-8285 x 15. 
ALARM PROMOTIONS 
Crazy but not lazy. Have fun while you 
learn. You bring the personality and we 
will train. Best job in town. 2 openings 
left. Call Mr. Brown at (407) 265-9711. 
Nationwide Cam·paign 
The HealthCare Crisis 
Means Opportunity for YOU. 
Uncapped Commissions & Bonuses. 
Company-wide Revenue Sharing. 
Call Now! 407-786-8119 
fl FOR SALE 
2002 Yamaha Virago 250. 
Mint condition, Under 200 miles. 
Only $2600 obo. 
.2002 Malaguli Motor Scooter. 
Under 100 miles. $2100 obo. 
Call Wayne 407-645-1728 
Two New Lane big & cozy brown 
leather Recliners. 
Must sell! 
Only $500 each. 
Please Call 407-971-7615 
ROCKET FUEL COFFEE 
High Caffeine Coffee! 
Get the edge! THE coffee for Finals, 
Midterms, tests, reports. · 




1996 Chrysler Sebring convertible 
JXI , red with tan top. 73,000 miles. 
Good condition, new tires, $6500. 
Call Carafe @ 407-207-4589 
!!!! DO NOT PAY D~ALER RATES!!!! 
Attention all UCF Acura; Honda, Import 
and domestic owners! Need quality 
auto repair/maintenance, etc? 
Don't delay, call 
THE AUTO GENERAL 407-399-7514. 
ASE certified* and beats most 
independent shop rates! 
1993 Mercury .Tracer -. 4 Doors 
Make Me an Offer! 
Call 407-695-3308 
m FoRRENT 
Near UCF in est. area, 3bd/2bth, M/F, 
2,000 _sq. ft ., fireplace, cable, corner lot, 
screened patio, 2 car gar. No pets, 
non-smoker, $600/mth. If 2 peop. 
$400/mth each. 407-923-8768. · 
Fem. 2 ·sublease furn . 1bd/1bth ASAP 
in 4/4 Northgate Lakes through e11. All 
. util. incl., W/D, alarm, balcony overlooks 
pool & gym. $445 obo/mnth. Call 
Lindsay@ 941 -726-3131 or 
Linzp143@aol.com. 
m FoRRENT 
UCF/University High Ar~a 
Great 3/2 duplex completely tiled, 
freshly renovated; rents for $950/ mo. 
Avail March 11 
Call LA Real Estate, ask for 
Michael or Cindy 407-679-2600 
212 Condo w/in walking distance to 
UCF! 2nd Floor unit! Avail Immediately! 
Call LA Real Estate and ask for 
Michael or Cindy 407-679-2600 
1 & 2 bedroom floor plans 
• Two Months Free Rent for 
Immediate Move-in! 
• Summer Wail Lisi Specials 
· (June, July & August) -
• Mention this ad and we'll 
waive your application fee 
One bed/bath avail. in 3/3 at Pegasus 
Landing across from UCF. Fully 
furnished, W/D in unit. All util. incl. 
·$495/mth. Lease through July 31, 2004. 
If interested please call 407-362-4364 
or 407-353-2983. 
UCF Area!! $465/mnth incl. util. Quiet 
development. W/D, pool, responsible 
M/F, must love puppies·! Call Sandy 
@ 407-366-9391 or@ 407-400-0100 
(beeper). 
University House sublease asap. 
One bed/bath avail. in 4/4. Free UCF 
shuttle. 1st Month Free. $350/mnth. 
All util + Ethernet. incl. 
Call 386-679-2371. • 
Room for Sublease May 1 - July 1 in 
Village @ Alafaya Club. Only $465/ mo 
inclu everything. Call Maxine 
_,954-650-2703. 
· Room avail for Female in Northgate 
Lakes, right next to UCF. Fully 
furnished, 4/4 all util included. $400/mo. 
until August 4, 2003. Call Lindsey 407-
808-0897 or email 
Linz856@hotmail.com 
Female NS wanted .for room in 3/2. 
Only $400 + 1/2 util. Only 5 mins from 
UCF in Regency Park. Pool, computer, 
-Cable, phone. Call Jeff 407-207-6320 
**GREAT SUBLEASE 
@ BOARDWALK** 
Mail. May 1-July 31 ! .8 of a mile from 
·ucF. FREE shuttle avail. Large private 
Bd & Bth. Fully furn . W/D incl. Rent::: 
$475/mnth obo. Incl. util. , ethernet, 
and cable tv with HBO. Call Molly @ 
407-497-0000 0r e-mail 
MHB1006@hotmail.com. 
UCF area. Room for rent in 4bd/4.bth. 
All inclusive w/ ethernet, cable, local 
phone, _util., and all appliances incl. _ 
W/D. Free shuttle to UCF. $465/mnth. 
April 1st-July 31st. Call Denise @ 
407-362"4423. 
2bed/2bath condo. 1/2 mile from 
UCF in Hunter's Reserve. Water & . 
Appliances incl. Can be furnished. 
$800/mnth. Avail immed. 
Call '407-222-3488. 
Female roommate wanted to rent 
in 2 bd townhouse.. Close to UCF. 
$375 + 1/2 util. Contact Norka 
@ 407-489-4545. 
Br~nd new 4bed/2bath home in 
Waterford Lakes. Quiet neigh. 
All appl. incl. except W/D. $450/mnth • . 
per person. Call RE/MAx 
at 407-657-8645. 
Room avail. in· ~bed/3 bath in 
, Tivoli apt. across from UCF. 
W/D, clean roommates. ·$375 + util. 
Sublease in May: No downpayment. 
Call Adam at 321-765-1438 or-· 
e-mail speedo517@aol.coni. 
Spacious 2bd/1 bth unfurn CONDO 
FOR RENT in gated communit.y. 
No Pets. Pool, laundry room access. 
Only 15 mins from campus. (two 
people pref) $900/mnth for entire 
condo, negotiable. Call 407-810-0052 
Sublease room. May-July 31st. 
$375Lmnth. All util. +phone 'incl. 
Furn. and free shuttle to UCF. 
Mor F. Call Michelle @ 407-926-5908. 
The Central Florida Future• March 27, 2003 
MARY KAY® 
Beauty and Brains- · 
From gorgeous makeup to breakthrough skin care. Feel-
good fragrances to scientifically advanced formulas. 
Mary Kay has all you need to look great and live smart. 
Spring Fever! Sweepstakes -
enter to win a Saab 9-3 
Convertible on my_website. 
JENNIFER HASSANI 
INDEPENDENT BEAUTY CONSULTANT 
www.marykay.com/jhassanl 
407 .281. 9918 
Cal~ me for a FREE Pampering Session & Glamour Makeover 
· Mention this ad for a 15% discount off your 1st order 
m FoRRENT 
ROOM AVAIL BY UCF. $400. INCL. 
ALL UTIL. FURNISHED WITH BED. 
HOUSE HAS WASHER, DRYER, 
POOL TABLE, BIG SCREEN'TV. 
ACCESS TO POOL AND 
VOLLEYBALL COURT. FEMALES 
ONLY. CALL PAUL 407-468-3161. 
Im HOMES 
House For sale. Near UCF. 4bd/2ba, 
scr~ened pool, overlooking por:id and 
conservation area. $222,900. Qoldwell 
banker residential. Contact Jean at 
407-463-5238 or www.livinginoviedo.com 
I 
ROOMS FOR RENT IN HOME! 
3 M/F wanted for HUGE 6BR/4Bth 
house in Waterford Lks East, fully 
furnished w/ empty rooms, hi-speed 
internet, walk-in closets, gated 
comin., on a lake, rent equal to an 
apt., Best bank for Buck at UCF! ! 
call Tony@ 407-701-8669 
M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in 
new 3 bdrm home on lake, gated 
comm, 6 mins from UCF, $475/mo 
inclu util, n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool 
& tennis. Call 407-482-3202 or 
239:461-5101 or 239-633-9400. 
SWF NS Needed for fully furnished 
3/2 condo near UCF. Comm Pool, W/D 
Only $380/mo + 1/2 util and deposit. 
· For more info call : .. 
Diana 407-657-9217 
F Roommate wanted to sublease. a 
bedroom in 2Bd/2Bth @ Pegasus 
Landings. Rent from June-July. Fully 
Furnished. W/D and all util. incl. 
Call Nelinda @ 407.362.2212 
1 bd/1 private bath avail. 
in HOUSE 
located on University and G_oldenrod. 
$450/mnth which includes utilities! 
$100 deposit. Split plan, quiet house, 
large patio, 2 car gar., even have your 
own living room! Call Lynn @ 
407-687-9562. 
-2 ROOMMATES WANTED! ~F, 
NON-SMOKER. 3BD/2BTH HOUSE. 
10 MIN. FROM UCF. FURN. ROOMS 
OPTIONAL. EVERYTHING INCL. 
IN RENT. $450/MNTH. STEFF 
@ 407-971-924,5. 
II!IiJ SERVICES 
_ Perform Better! School, 
Sports or Sex! Help for YOU! 
Unlock your talents and potentials 
NATURALLY. Private Sessions. 
· www.hypnodean.com or 407 851 0945 
~ Online Filing 
Do Your Taxes Online· @ 
www.absolutetaxes.com for a minimal 
fee of $9.95 for 1040EZ 
and $14.95 for 1040. FREE Ef ILE!! 
Herbal life lnd~pendent Distributor. 
LOSE WEIGHT NOW! 
Ask me how? 
clbjhbl@yahoo.com or 40i921-0738. 
Safe and effective weight loss! 
· Permanent weight loss, low cost, . 
satisfaction guaranteed. Advocare 
independent distributor. 407-381-4800. 
TEACHER in Sanford with MA will t.utor 
students in reading/writing. $20/hr. 
407-323-9647. 
II!IiJ SERVICES 
Computer Services· by Craig! 
Repairs, upgrades, complete 
systems built for less. Why spend 
chain prices for impersonal service? 
Qualit}! work by UCF c:,lumni. Also: 
Virus scan/clean, system tuneups, 
sotnvare install/upgrade. Notary 
Services available. Call 407-782-0051 
_, · Term Paper Editing! 
Editing Performed by Professors 
and Graduate Students .. 
Visit .u·s at www.papercheck.com 
Or Call Toll Free@ 866-693-EDIT. 
[I RETAIL 
*FREE ONLINE MIXES* 
Visit www.djcarl.com to hear 
hip hop, dance, trance, 80's 
retrQ, disco, oldschool funk, 
and latin music on your PC. 
E-mail DJ Carl for a FREE CD! 
Call for info: 407.306.8010 
Looking for-7-10 Undergrad UCF 
women who have been victims of 
crime since becoming UCF students, 
to participate in 2-hr focus group to 
discuss experiences. Discretion and 
confidentiality are guaranteed, 
.along with pizza and soft-drinks. 
- Interested? Contact Dr. James -
Wright, UCF Dept of Sociology and 




Good luck to all Mr. 'Shamrock 
contestants! 
Kappa Delta Shamrock Project 2003 
i!I!J Misc 
Start your own Fraternity! 
Zeta Beta Tau is looking for men to 
start a new Chapter. If you are 
interested in academic success, a 
chance to network and an 
opportunity to make friends in a 
non-pledging Brotherhood, email: · 
zbt@zbtnational.org or 
call 800-431-9674 
Henna Body Ar!ist 
Parties, Special Evel')ts, 
Sorority/Fraternity Events. 
Call Lindsey Blair 954-701-3806. 
Licensed Artist. 
Think your current boyfrienff is a jerk.? 
Want to date a sincere guy looking 
for a· relatiof1ship? Are you fun, 
cute & smart? Be 21+, SW/HF 
caring, playful N/S and 
write to: jeffreyko51@hotmail.com 
IJ TRAVEL 
Vacation Package for Sale!!! Orlando 
5 days/4 nights + rental car, 4 passes 
to Watermania, Daytona ocean-front 
4 days/3 nights, 4 passes casino cruise 
(Daytona), 3 Day/4 night Baha_mas 
Cruise (inclu. meals, hotel, · 
entertainment) + Bonus 3 days/2 nights 
in Vegas hotel only $150/ea for Florida 
Trip, $150 port fee/ea for Bahamas Trip . 
Call 405-525-0667 now! 
. '" 
Need a· car? Don't llaue a lilt at money tar a dawn pilyment? 
just announced: 
oavment 
. as~lstance · 
GM Owner 
. Lovatnr · -
save •tOOO :v.:~.~rn 
· 2003 Ion Sedan : CQrrent sablrn/GM owners/lessees 2003 VUE 
140 horleuower. largest trunk in its · class · ·aet $1,00il allowance toward anv new Saturn now Uirouah 3/31103. available fWd, awd, 4 CYiinder & V& · 
S!ITURN OF ORLANno/Sounf 





. NQ -DOWN PAYM~NJ! 
· lease of· · 
a new Saturn* 
SAnlRN COLLEGE 
GRADUATE PROGRAM 
SATURN oF ORLANDo!NoRm ·SA11JRN oF-ORLANDo/OscEoLA . 
2725 S. HWY 17 - 92 2184 E. IRLO BRONSON MEMORIAL HWY 
CASSELBERRY . KISSIMMEE 
NO .PAYMENTS . -
~ . .FOR 90 DAYS! 
*Restrictions apply. Call for program details. 
FOR. ALL THREE LOCATIONS: · 
(800) 204,.3377 
WWW.SA11JRNOFORLANDO..COM 
I •• 

